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Administration
defends U of W
Co-op placement
by Bruce Maule
19% of University of Waterloo Co-op Students remain unplaced,
despite new job creation efforts by the university.
"Given the poor state of the
economy and the high rate of
unemployment, the University is
taking some extraordinary measures
to ensure that all of our co-op
students are placed," according to
Jim Wilson of the Department of
Co-ordination and Placement at the
University of Waterloo.
One of the measures being taken is
the promoting of various
government programs aimed at
helping employers meet the payroll
of new employees. The department
is actually using 14 different
programs to help convince
employers that they should hire co-
op
students. Another measure being
taken by the University is to have a
unique employment situation where
the company contracts with the
University to supply Co-op
students. The salary is paid to the
University and transferred to the
students. This allows the companies
to budget their needs clearly and
results in more permanent
employment arrangements.
These new ideas are in response to
the harsh economic times which is
resulting in the highest unemploy-
ment rates ever seen among Co-op
students. There are approximately
8500Co-op students at UW. During
this winter term, 3741 students are in
their work terms. As yet, between
700 and 750 students are unplaced.
This level is down dramatically from
almost 1400 unplaced before
Christmas. Although the current
placment rate is running almost
81%, this still leaves 19% jobless.
It is interesting to note that
about 80% of the 700 to 750
unemployed students are juniors (in
their first year). This work term has
the highest percentage of juniors out
of the three terms. In times when
many are being laid off, it is hard to
place students who have yet to
acquire substantial academic
training or related work experience.
Surprisingly enough, there are
actually some jobs available which
cannot be filled because there is a
shortage of experienced and trained
students needed for them.
All of the faculties at UW have
Co-op programs. Some, like
engineering have only Co-op
programs.
It is impossible to take
engineering without also being in
Co-op. If in Co-op, you must
complete eight academic terms and
five out of six work terms. Since one
of the work terms may be
"skipped", those out of work now
are not penalized for their lack of
work experience. If the current job
situation continues and students
miss more than one work term,
through not fault of their own, the
five work term requirement will be
modified, according to Wilson.
Further, if a student chooses, he can
transfer out of Co-op into a regular
stream course if one exists, as it does
in most cases.
The student must also complete a
work report for each work term. A
modification has been made so that
those without jobs will do a research
paper, instead of a work report.
The lack of jobs does not seem to
be having an effect on the general
rate . of pay received. Although
increases over last term are not high,
there have been very few decreases.
However, many of the traditionally
high paying jobs in areas such as
mining and manufacturing are no
longer available. This means more
jobs are being taken in traditionally
lower paying areas such as chartered
accountancy and retail. The
decrease of jobs in mining and
manufacturing has also led to a
decrease in the variety of jobs.
Whereas before many people tried
to get jobs of a specific variety close
to their home, students find it is no
longer as easy. The student must
chase the job, not the other way
around.
Around UW, efforts have been
made to create more jobs, Wilson
says. The creation of Co-op jobs in
various faculties has been made a
top priority, and alumni members
have been urged to seek out possible
job opportunities. Students
returning from work terms will be
interviewed to see if there are any
possible job opportunities at the
company they just left. This
technique was used in the fall term
with a result of placing over 100
more students.
However, while this does help to
Photo by Fred Taylor
Contestants line up for the Ms. Residence contest from left to right are: Rod (Wanna xxx me)
McKeown, Rick (Linda Lovelace) Thomas, Charlie (Seductive Charlene) McMain, Hugh (Dirty
Donna) CarrHarris, Jim (Nina theNympho) Delsnyder, Rolf (Rolphina Corleone) Thiessen, Tim
(Wanda Wonnalai) Noble and Andrew (Candy O) Scott.
Rocky Horror Craze invades the Turret
By Blaine Connolly
After ten to fifteen viewings, "I
would see it again." This according
to Jamie Sanders, one of the
multitude of Rocky Horror fanatics
who claiimed the Turret for a
viewing of the infamous movie
followed by a dance last Monday
night.
Rocky Horror Night; as part of
the Winter Carnival, attracted
approximately two hundred fans to
the Turret, including some one
hundred Rocky Horror fans dressed
up to imitate members of the cast.
The cost was two dollars at the door
which was waived if you wore a
costume of some sort. Sandra
Frankish, an employee of the Turret
working at the door, stated that
about half of the students got
dressed up while the remainder paid
the admission fee.
The movie screen was set up at the
end of the dance floor, enabling fans
to set up chairs closer to the screen.
Sound was piped through the
speakers at the Turret and,
combined with the calls of the fans,
made it at times difficult to hear.
It was obvious that many of the
viewers had seen the movie more
than once, being able to imitate
phrases and words on the screen as
they appeared.
With the costumes and calls of the
fans, one could be led to assume the
script was but an extension of their
personalities. As expected, rice was
all over the Turret floor as students
added a third dimension to the
movie.
The costumes of many of the fans
were impressive with such notables
as Laurie Millar seen in her pose on
the left. Just about every major
character in the movie would be able
to find his or her counterpart in the
Turret, Monday night.
Following the movie, the avid
fans participated in a dance with
music provided by the Turret DJ.
The evening finally ended at around
midnight with the "Horrors"
headin' home.
1
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'All candidates for any WLUSU
position are asked to come up to the
Cord office Friday between 9:30
a.m. and 11:30 a.m. for pictures and
interviews.
In this Week
Notice
Due to the extension of
the voting for the health
care plan to include
Wednesday, the results
will be in the Cord next
week.
Is a B.A. worthwhile? p.3
A Typical textbook dollar. p.7
Tootsie a runaway smash. p. 10
Hawks win ten in a row. p. 15
Olympic hopeful. iP-15
Weekly Chuckles
What do
you call 10 rabbits
marching backwards?
A receding hare line.
What do you get when you dump
hot water down a rabbit hole?
Hot cross bunnies.
cont'd on pg 6
The National
Sexism thrives in
Tech Programs
MONTREAL (CUP) - "Some-
times I want to strangle my
teachers." That succinct comment
comes from a Dawson College
science student who says that
women studying in a traditionally
male-dominated area still face
attitudinal problems, including
those of their instructors.
Judy, a pure and applied science
student, said many male teachers
constantly refer to men in the class
for answers and won't recognize
women when they want to talk.
"It's really frustrating when you
know the answer and you
know
you're not going to be called on for
it," she said.
Men who make sexist jokes about
women claim they are all in good fun
and don't mean anything, she-
added. But "I can't understand why
men expect me to take their jokes in
stride. Why do I have to change?"
She said people rarely claim that
jokes about blacks or Jews don't
mean anything, but women are
expected to laugh off exploitive
jokes.
Lisa, a medical technology
student at Dawson, said attitudes
are improving among younger
students, and several women in pure
and applied science programs
agreed more of the problems come
from older students and teachers.
"I definitely think the mechanical
tech. department is getting better,"
said Lisa. "First-year students are a
lot more level-headed. They're here
to become technicians."
But she said the job market is
another story.
When she applied for a job
working underground at
Bombardier, which makes trains for
Montreal's subway system, she did
not write her full name to avoid
discrimination.
"Even before I opened my mouth,
the interviewer said 'we can't hire
you because we have no women's
washrooms."
But Lisa does not support
feminism. "The better way is to
prove that you are equal and little by
little they'll change."
Custer's Revenge banned
MONTREAL (CUP)—A cowboy
flashes on the screen, pushing his
way through a field of Indians
shooting arrows at a native woman
bound to a pole. He dismounts,
plunges a sword into her and
watches her legs wriggle. The player
scores a point.
The game is called Custer's
Revenge. The manufacturers,
American Multiple Industries
(AMI), has plans for two dozen
more "adult" video games by 1984.
AMI president Stuart Kesten has
described Custer's Revenge as an
amusing game in which a woman
willingly submits to a sexual act, say
groups opposing AMl's games.
Atari, America's leading video
game manufacturer, is suing AMI
for producing Custer's Revenge,
which can only be played on the
Atari VCS 2600 system. Atari has
received thousands of complaints
about Custer's Revenge and is
worried us , mage as a
;:™,tTntedvwe°^s:
American activists had alre.n
campaigned against cJ.T
Revenge when Canadian
approved it for
import Oct 2 ?
the end of October, 20 gro.J
mobilized to
pressure eustoi J
banning importation of the gam
These groups wrote letters L 1
telegrams to Judy Erola, the stateof
women minister, and Pl
"
Bussieres, minister of
revenue Som
groups also verbally harassed vidl
game managers who planned to seH
the game. They also planned
a one
minute "speak-out" on CBCrariio
That proved
unnecessarV
customs reversed its decision Dec |
But the battle may not be
over
AMI president Kesten has already
sued Suffolk County in New York
state for banning the game and he
may appeal the cnstomi.rulinp
Students lose discount
air fares
OTTAWA (CUP)-Students will no
longer be able to take advantage of
discounts on one-way air travel.
A new regulation recently
aproved by the Canadian Transport
Commission has abolished these
discounts offered by airlines,suchas
CP Air Skybus. Deep discounts will
only apply to round-trip travel.
Two major airlines. Air Canada
and CP Air, have added another
stipulation - deep-discount return
tickets sold after Dec. 15 are good
for only 60 days.
This will make it doubly hardon
students planning to pay cheaper
airfares. It will be especially hardfor
those over 21, who are no longer
eligible for youth standby. They
will have to return to Ottawa within
60 days of departure or pay full fare.
A full-fare return ticket to
Calgary or Edmonton from Ottawa
is $642, but a deep-discount return
ticket to the same place costs $337.
For Ken Crombie. a 22-year-old
arts student, a new airfare situation
will put a damper on his plans to
return home to Calgary to
work for
the summer.
"I'll still go but my profit margin
will certainly be reduced," he said.
"There's never a break for students
who are travelling. For most of us
it's a matter of surviving
(financially) or seeing our families.
Rene Syrenne, passenger sales
manager of CP
Air, says the
airline
chose the 60 day maximum
for
discounts because it best suited
the
majority of passengers using
the
service.
Syrenne said
the student marketis
important but it "makes up
a very
small percentage.
If we make up a
special fare available
to students, we
would have to make one
available to
businessmen, or clergy, or
he said. "It would get ridiculous^
A spokesperson
for the
commission says
the new
regulations were
introduced in t e
best interest of the public-
re
fj
Danylchenko of
the Tariffs an
Services Division said deep
discoun
sales had to be curtailed
before! e
airlines decided to raise prices
across
the board and get rid
of discounts
altogether. 112
He agreed the
situation
students doesn't look to g°° <
said there is nothing thecomm
can do because
the airlines
se
own prices and time
requiretrie____
A Caddy: The
only way to go
(RNR/CUPHA car dealer:jn
Ne»
Orleans is making
what mu
of the strangest
sales prtcte^
billboard promoting
a p ,
Cadillac dealership .
of a Cadillac hearse,
w.th thesu
"You'll be
riding a
oWf
eventually, why not try
on
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Player's Extra light |g|
Enjoy the taste ofPlayer's in an extra light cigarette.
Career Night: Confidence is the key to success
by Blaine Connolly
"Before you get
too far along in
university, you should
decide where
you want
to go", stated John Dixon,
an
environmental planning analyst
working with a
local firm called
Limnoterra.
John Dixon was just
one of five
graduates
from Laurier who
participated in the
Arts and Science
Career Night
'83 held last
Wednesday night in IE!. Other
guest speakers,
of whom all took
Arts and Science at this university,
included Miriam Dunbar, Kevin
Morley, Bev Smith and
Mike
Sutherland.
Mr. Dixon graduated from
Laurier in 1978 with a Master's
degree in Geography. In offering
advice to those students presently
enrolled in the Arts and Science
faculty, Dixon cautioned the
individual not to choose a summer
job which pays the highest dollar,
but to keep an open mind that
experience can often be even more
valuable than money in the long run.
"Experience and contacts can be
very helpful". In addition to this, try
not to be "sidetracked" by taking
any employment which happens to
come along but rather obtaining
jobs related to what you have
studied. As well as being important
during your years in university,
Dixon claims this can become even
more crucial upon graduation. The
longer you are employed, outside of
your field, according to this
geography studeilt, the harder you
will find it to get a job using your
university status.
The next speaker was Miriam
Dunbar, a psychology major, who is
presently a counsellor with the
Waterloo Regional Police
department. Mrs. Dunbar's area of
concern involves, a victim
counselling service. She contacts
victims ofserious crimes by phone as
well as calling the victims of
neighbourhood disputes if deemed
appropriate.
The victims of crime, according to
Mrs. Dunbar, usually wish to
ventilate their anxieties and
problems. A number of the
individuals also express a sense of
violation from the act. This can be a
very emotionally exhausting job for
the counsellor.
In offerring some pointers for
students, Mrs. Dunbar stressed that
the applicant must really research
the company he/she hopes to work
with. "Don't be deterred if you don't
meet all of the requirements stated in
the job description." Often,
an employer is looking for an
individual who is really looking for
that specific job and is expected to
go
the extra mile if employment is
obtained.
In regards to references, it is also a
good idea that the student not use
family or friends of the family.
Kevin Morley graduated from
Laurier with a BSc. in Physics. The
most important facet of his degree
was pertly stated by the phrase "a
degree taught me to think". A
degree was helpful in setting out a
path and aiming toward a specific
destination. Morley sees univer-
sities' function to be as a teacher of
why things work as they do and not
simply how (as can be accomplished
through a community college.)
The physics degree gave this
graduate the job he wanted. Morley
feels he "lucked out" when he
applied to CP Communications as
this firm was looking for applicants
specifically with degrees. His title
officially states operations analyst.
Morley believes that arts and
science degrees are not held as the
ultimate in education. "You've got a
degree that's scoffed at" he claims.
The important aspect ofa job search
lies in the interview. The in-
dividual must go into the job
prepared to sell himself. Only when
you've proven your own self-
confidence, will a graduate be able
to get a job.
Bev Smith is presently employed
with the Globe and Mail as a sports
reporter. She graduated from
Laurier with a major in English and
later attended University of Western
Ontario for journalism. This field,
according to Ms Smith, is not as
glamorous as it seems. "One of the
tough things about journalism is the
long hours which you have to put
in." It is also the type of business
where you are scrutinized by a lot of
people. Advice to the students; don't
try to get a job now in journalism as
the profession is already flooded
with experienced unemployed
journalists.
Mike Sutherland graduated from
Laurier with an HBA in history in
1980. The greatest benefit
Sutherland sees about his degree is
that "the BA taught me about
myself'. It gives you confidence in
yourself while showing you both
your strengths and weaknesses. A
8.A., according to this grad, teaches
the individual how to reason out
problems logically and to be able to
deal with other people around you.
Sutherland is presently the
manager of treasury and record with
the WLU Alumni fund. Advice to
the students stressed that an
individual should not streamline his
courses too tight but rather try to get
to know who you are. The ability to
communicate is extremely
important in gaining confidence in
yourself. According to Sutherland,
"Some employers will seek business
students but some of the more
enlighted will be looking for well
rounded liberal arts students."
CCConsonants
corrupting
(RNR/CUP) - Consider the case of
Cass, the cute, carrot-topped
character in a first-grade reader
concocted to counsel kids in
pronouncing the hard "c".
The book came a-croppcr of the
California Curriculm Commission,
which contended Cass was too
concerned with caloric confections-
including crackers cream, cupcakes,
candy and cola. Alter considering
the consequences-$3() million in lost
sales-Cass's creators caved in.
Board meeting
Games room promotion turned down
by Dave Docherty
Winners of a Winter Carnival
Games room tournament will hot be
subsidized by WLUSU to attend
regional finals in New York State
following a board decision at last
Sunday s meeting. This decision
was the highlight of a meeting which
was otherwise distinguished onlv by
the fact that the board members had
a group photo taken.
Board member John Budding
said in defence of the proposed
subsidization that "Surely it the'
Games Room makes $59,000 a year,
we can spend $800 to promote it., we
s pend next to nothing now." Kevin
Byers disagreed.. "You are going to
hear a lot of screaming if you give
eight hundred dollars to ten
students" he said. Heather Smith
echoed this concern by saying that
most clubs receive less than.three
hundred dollars annually from the
WLUSU clubs budget and that the
average membership ol these clubs is
between forty and fifty members.
After some discussion, the motion
was defeated by a vote of seven to
four.
An update was given on Bus pass
negotiations by WLUSU President
Steve Patten. He.reported that talks
between Kitchener Transit and the
two universities are continuing, but
that KTC officials still insist'that
there will be no discounts unless the
Student Unions (UW and WLU) arc-
willing to subsidize them. As well, a
report was given on the safety of the
Turret dance floor. Although the
floor is structurally sound, it seems
that there are sufficient vibrations to
cause concern among the engineers
who did the study. Reinforcements
in the wall partitions on the floor
below was the suggested remedy.
Costs will be looked into before a
contractor is chosen. Patten said.
Also concerning the Turret,
Patten mentioned that the new two
line up system has produced
favourable results in both speed and
the number of Laurier students
being allowed first entry into their
pub.
Dr. Peppers' "Wheels & Music Contest
by Blaine Connolly
During the second semester of the
1981/82 academic year. Dr. Pepper
Company/Canada launched a
national promotion entitled Dr.
Pepper "Wheels and Music"
Contest.
University and college students
from across Canada were asked to
mail in proot ol purchase with their
name and address to be eligible to
win a 1983 Ford XL Ranger or one
of five Panasonic RK 1950 Stereo To
Go.
- The iollowing people were
winners of a Panasonic RX 1950
Stereo To Go:
Richard Cheurier
Wilfrid Laurier University
Curtis
Soong
University of B.C.
David Cook
Centennial College
Tammy Tomlinson
University of Victoria
Nas Nasrullah
Mount Royal College
The first 500 entrants to the Dr.
Pepper "Wheels and Music"
Contest received an "I'm a Pepper"
T-Shirt.
(
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Help Wanted!
TYPESETTERS
-must be able to type 50 WPM
-must be free evenings (Sunday-Tuesday)
-first and second year students welcome
VOLUNTEER TYPISTS
'
Interested persons please contact the Editor
of the Cord Weekly by Tuesday, January 25.
j" K-W BOOK 1
j EXCHANGE j
New and Used Books i
We also sell New & Used
German books & magazines. ■
We buy comics and science
I fiction books.
742-1261
J 306 King St. W., Kitchener i
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
pilMWi—
M
lla Wl
MiflimVwiiMil
14:30
p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Our famous Salad Bar,
Soup of the Day,
Spaghetti, Lasagna,
BBQ Ribs & various I
other Hot Dishes! |
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Transit discount? not likely
"(The bus pass) situation has received more attention this year than ever
before... it is highly possible that...reduced fare could be implemented by
September. Never before have students been in a morefavourable position"
Kevin Byers, Arts Director
It is indeed possible that a reduced bus fare pass
will be implimented for
university students by this September. It is also possible
that the
RHINOCEROS party
will form the governmentof Canada following the 1984
federal election. Don't bet your tuition on
either one of these events coming to
pass.
If anything, WLU students may be further away from seeing the
implimentation of a bus pass than was the case last fall! Consider the following:
over the past eighteen month to two year period, the 'issue'
of lobbying the
Kitchener Transit Authority for reduced fares has gained popularity among
the
student bodies at UW and WLU. Within the past twelves months, the student
governments at both of the universities
have begun to get serious about
investigating the matter and negotiating with Kitchener Transit...or so they
would have us believe.
It is not particularly useful to point accusing fingers and attempt to blame one
person or another
for the lack of meaningful progress towards reduced fares of
one form or another. For the most part, WLUSU has been content to let
Federation of Students president Wim Simonis do most of the talking,
organizing, and thinking(?), preferring to use their time to work on matters
which they consider to be of greater importance. (It is only fair to point out that
Simonis gets paid a full salary to do full time work, whereas
WLUSU presidents
are not paid at all for doing possibly an equivalent amount of work)
WLUSU should not be allowed to claim muteness on the subject, however,
merely because of WLU's smaller size and somewhat limitedresources. Prior to
the November 23rd submission which was made to the KTC, the K1 C knew
only that university students
felt that they should be given a discount. The KTC
now knows that students want a discount, that student leaders are unorganized
and even divided among
themselves about the best was in which to bring this
possibility about.
Proposing several discount schemes to the KTC was foolish at best. A
common strategy is needed if there is to be any hope of success. WLUSU
has
recently rejected the idea of having student fees (or some
form of WLUSU
funding) partially subsidize the cost of lower fares. KTC employee Wally Beck
has told the Cord that during the period of the provincial six and five restraint
program (KTC is partly funded by the provincial government,and
the restraint
guidelines apply to deficit growth as well) it is highly unlikely that the KTC
will lower its fares unless student unions are willing to help subsidize the cost of
doing so.
In addition, the student unions do not appear to have actively courted the
support of the city of Waterloo as yet. Since a large proportion of university
students live in Waterloo, and the city buys its transit service from the KTC.
convincing the city of Waterloo of the merits of the idea would seem an
important prerequisite to eventual success.
Finally, it does not appear that sufficient efforts have been made
to involve
another significant student population in the bargaining process-the studentsof
Conestoga College. The old saying about strength in numbers is more of a
truism than a cliche.
.
Mike Strathdee
Bunker mentality a blessing
The decision made last weekend by the executive of the Progressive
Conservative party to ban Peter Worthington from attending the Winnipeg
conference, is a glaring example of the bunker mentality taking over the pro-
Clark forces.
Worthington is a true conservative, if one really exists today in Canada. There
can be no dispute of that. However, in the whole scheme of politics, he was little
more than one man trying to spread his beliefs. Worthington lost the
nomination in the Broadview-Greenwood riding and, seeing the official
candidate (PC) as unacceptable, decided to run as an independent. 11 was at this
point the paranoid Clark forces saw doom and despair where none existed.
Rather than letting the riding go along as expected (it is an NDP stronghold),
Clark brought this battleground to network television in an attempt to guard his
leadership against an assumed threat. As theelection returns came in, it became
painfully obvious that the attentionpaid to the riding was a benefit to none but
Worthington. He beat out the official PC candidate Bill Fatsis by a ratioof2-l:
PC blood had fallen where none had to. If Joe would have kept his person in
Ottawa, then Worthington would remain only as a second runner in a small by-
election.
The recent decision by Clark's forces to allow all of the delegates except
Worhtington to go to the convention was round two of Worthington's
campaign. If he would have been allowed to go, then all would be quiet on the
front and little or no attention would be paid to the man. Being disallowed
status, was the best thing that could have happened to his political career. Who
else received so much attention in the past few weeks? It can all be accredited to
Joe Clark and his insatiable desire to be kicked when he's up.
An enlightened leader of the party would have been apt to call him in to the
convention and, better yet, welcome another sheep to the fold. Is there better
place to settle the question of leadership than internally? It is obvious the media
has shown little mercy
toward the former Prime Minister as he fights off the
"long knives" from his own ranks.
Round three is in Winnipeg when Worthington goes as a reporter (Unless the
Ontario Court of Appeals overturns the executive decision). If history truly is
cyclical and the bunker mentality continues to grip t-he Joe Clark forces, the
outcome can be assured to be stained with'PC blood, i.e. its leader.
Blaine Connolly
Letters
Apple juice lovers
urged to boycott
Dear Editor;
I love apple juice. Almost
everyday I go to the dining hall and
find that they have apple juice there
-but only in plastic containers.
When I think of the number of
students that love apple juice, I have
to be concerned about our
environment because each student
that uses a plastic container throws
it away. It is so wasteful. It seems
that there is little concern for the fact
that plastic is non-biodegradable
and will ultimately ruin our
environment, or it will be around at
least as long as you are.
Well. I suppose that plastic apple
juice container sculpture would be
an immediate solution but I have
another suggestion. Boycott apple
juice until they start serving it in
glasses. It" is a simple enough
solution and I've seen them serve it
in glasses at least at the dining hall.
Boycott the unneccessary plastic
butter containei s as well. It's a small
sacrifice for a more beautiful world.
Make sure that you make your
dissatisfaction known to those who
can do something about changing it.
What do you think the suggestion
boxes are for????
Chris Hett
Grad Students
interested?
To all Full-Time Grad Students,
A number of years ago,
representatives from your respective
classes lobbied the student
government for board representa-
tion. After a great deal
of
negotiating, the opportunity for
input by grad students was
realized.
Presently, there is a position
available on the Wilfrid
Laurier
Student Union Board of Directors.
Unfortunately, over the
last year
the grad students
have not taken
advantage of having a
voice on the
board. 1 would strongly encourage
interested grad students to help
keep
this a viable position
bv having
representation on the February
n
ballot.
As grad students you
have
different concerns and interests.
<•
Student Union can help you.
but
only if you help
yourself!
Sincerely.
Melanie MayM*
Vice-President.
Wtt- '
Letters to the Editor shouldbe
typed and handed into the Cord
office prior to Monday noon. All
letters
must hear the author's full
name and telephone iiumhei;. The
C ord II eekly reserves the riy/u to
refuse tiny
submission
'
considers to he r(,cl"jj^lllV
libellous in nature.
All U " ,
subject to editing
for
illthough the cogi'in)
"
argument will
he preserve ■
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Viewpoint
Aiesec: reflections on involvement
by Frank Lauzon
Last week 1
walked into the Cord
office for the
first timeand offered to
write an article
on AIESEC's first
Night of Comedy
at the Turret. To
m y
surprise, the editor informed me
that he had
someone covering the
event, photographer
and all.
Somewhat delighted by this
relieving information,
1 thanked him
for the free publicity and proceeded
to exit. Before I could take a single
step he stopped me in my tracks.
He asked, "Why don't you take it
from a promoter's perspective"...l
then realized I was dealing with a
desperate man. Somehow 1 felt I
could have taken it from a garbage
can's point of view and he still would
have printed it. Well, here goes.
The first point about promoting
any event
is that you can't do it
alone. For this reason, I'd like to
take this opportunity to thank all
those people who helped me to put
on this show, especially Mary-Ellen
Hynd (a major force in the
advertising campaign) and Nigel
Motts (the man who 'picked up the
slack' when I could not be present).
Letters...
Byers explains
rescindment
To the Editor,
This letter is in respect to the
WLUSU Board decision on
December sth, 1982
that saw the
Board rescind the motion from the
week of November 14th, 1982 that:
U of W user privileges be restricted
to after 9:30 p.m.
in the Turret.
; Some insight into the problem
reveals not only the Board acted
correctly in its action, but was not
apprehensive about altering its
previous decision. To admit error
publicly and face possible ridicule
over such a unpopular motion
reveals a certain amount of valor
and reassurance in one's heart that
in fact the right decision did occur.
On November 14, 1982 when the
original motion was put forth,
distortion and exaggeration of the
situation clouded the boardroom. A
misstatement was put forth under
pretentious circumstances which
resulted in the caricature that
developed. The problem arose over
the fact that most Board members
Wre not in a position to make a
decision when we knew little of the
problem. Also we were misled in
thinking that the 0.M.8. had
consulted with our salaried staff
such as our Business Mgr., Lounge
Supervisor, Floor Mgr. and even the
Turret Staff who are more aware
and familar with the Turret. These
people, who are at theTurret more
than
anyone else and many have
been employed here for sometime,
yet their advice and recommend-
ations were ignored. The 0.M.8.
took
upon itself not only to
disregard the advice from those who
have far more knowledge on the
topic, but presented the case in such
a way that the Board members
believed that the decision had been
initiated by those who were in a
position to make such a decision.
Thus, the initial motion was carried
due to a certain amount of
perversion.
On December sth, 1982 the Board
rescinded its previous decision
knowing that it might not be
popular, but more importantly was
right. Evidence surfaced at this
meeting that new policies has been
enacted which provided Laurier
students with quicker access to the
Turret. Unfortunately the Board
was
unaware of this policy at the
previous meeting. Also it was
earned those who manage and
operate the Turret and have the
most knowledge on the Turret were
not in favour of the decision that
took place. Other points that also
surfaced during the rescinding
motion pointed out that the Turret is
not enjoying the popularity it was
once and that the motion would
create further hinderance on the
Pub. Further
more, the policy at the
oor where two lines are formed
alleviates much of the problem. One
line is for Laurier students with their
cards while the other line is for
urier students with sign-ins and
1 quests such as Waterloo
® u ents. This system provides
aurier students with quicker access
and at the same tjme ljmjts yof w
students.
Some might argue that the initial
motion deserved a chance, however,
why should the Board instigate such
drastic measures when not only the
need is absent, but creates more
problems than it solves. To restrict
U of W students till after 9:30 p.m.
would have created a problem in
maintaining a consistent policy.
Special pub night and Thursdays
when bands are entertaining the
audience would mean resorting to
another policy. A policy which
exhibits inconsitencies is difficult to
control and cannot operate
efficiently whereby more problems
would have occurred in the lines to
the Turret.
One point that must be
remembered is that as long as the
Turret remains popular there will be
line-ups. And, as long as policies are
enacted which benefit the Laurier
students, yet do not hinder the
Turrets success, then these
objectives must be sought.
Concluding, I would like to add
that since the various changes have-
occurred regarding admission to the
Turret they have proved their
effectiveness in alleviating the
difficulties associated with the line-
ups. This past weekend once again
proves the case
in point that the
initial motion was not necessary as
all students who went to the pub
were admitted. As well, this is the
time of year that is frequently the
most difficult period to enter the
Turret, when the workload is little
and money
is more available. In the
mediaeval tradition which the
Turret signifies the Board proved tc
be chivalrous in rescinding the
motion of U of W user privileges.
Respectively submitted,
Kevin Bvci s
Rescindment
opposed
Dear Editor;
I don't agree with WLUSU's
decision to let University of
Waterloo students into the Turret
before 9:30 on the weekends. I don't
like waiting in line for an hour on
Friday night and I like it even less
when I have to wait behind a group
of U of W students.
Granted, the huge line that begins
at 7 on a Friday night is comprised
mostly of Laurier students but 1
would rather have a Laurier student
get into the Turret before a U of W
student. It's our Pub! U of W
students have their own bar to go to
for a good time (we can't help it if the
Bomb Shelter is life-less) - let us
enjoy the rowsy atmosphere that
Laurier students create to make an
evening at the Turret successful.
I can guess the Board's argument
for letting U of W students in before
9:30 on the weekend: "But the
Turret isn't packed every weekend
and we want to make as much
money as possible."
And I agree.
But at least give Laurier students
first crack at getting into their own
pub. If the Turret isn't
full THEN
let Waterloo students in after 9:30 -
no problem
Who is the WLUSU working for
anyways: The Laurier students who
pay student union fees to keep the
building running or Waterloo
students who pay nothing to get into
OUR PUB? Why doesn't WLUSU
take a survey in a Friday night line
up to see how Laurier students really
feel?
Yours Truly,
Laura May
SPO wages
too high?
Ihe government provides a
worthwhile service for rtudents in
the Canada Employment Centre for
Students. This year was no
exception in Kitchener-Waterloo.
Although jobs were scarce, great
efforts were put in to searching out
more job opportunities and finding
jobs to suit both employer and
student.
However, the government is
pouring so much money into this
program that its worth is called into
question. Student Placement
Officers, the students hired to staff
the office during the summer
months, are paid over double
minimum wage and there were eight
employed in K-W alone this
summer. The job provides fantastic
experience and the wages make it a
highly-coveted position. However,
this is a place where the government
could be practising some of the
restraint that is encouraged. If they
could reduce the
wages even $3.00
an hour and pour the money into
employing other students, it would
become an even more effective
program. It was embarrassing to
play such a role in inefficient
government spending. Here's
hoping that pressure placed on the
government will encourage them to
reduce the wages
and look seriously
at government spending in this area.
Chris Hett
Question of the Week
by BasilHealey
photos by Paul Gomme
With upcoming elections in mind, do you feel
the present student government has done a
good job?
Jay Correia
3rd yr. His.
Pretty good, I am in favor
of the drug plan but am
questionable about the gay
issue.
Tim Taylor
3rd yr. Econ.
This is a very complex
question. I think a Royal
Commission should be
formed to expedite the
answer to this question.
Cheryl Nash
4th yr. Geo.
In four years of living
here, I think they are doing a
good job in comparison to
past governments. They
have handled a lot of
controversial issues which
were politically unpopular.
Brigitta Johnson
2nd yr. Eng.
I think they have done a
good job. I didn't pay much
attention but things are
running pretty smooth.
Doug Jessop
3rd yr. Econ.
1 would prefer to see
greater student feedback.
Personally, the automated
bar system in Wilfs and the
Turret was unnecessary.
Jan Maclennan
Ist
yr. Bus.
I'm pleased with the
results. It shows that they
care about the students.
And us: The student's union has done an admirable job this past year. In
an attempt to get many things done within a short period of time,
however, it can be saidthat specific issues have not been given a chance to
be properly considered by the student bodv.
cont'd on pg 6
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employ students and give them
valuable experience, one Co-op
student hired in early January by a
faculty for research work said the
job was for only 3 months, and paid
only $2100. Since this person's home
residence is not in Waterloo, it will
be impossible to save any money for
the next term of study. With or
without jobs, the Co-op students
may lose.
Wilson does not believe, however,
that there are too many people in
Co-op. He believes that the current
situation is due to the economy, and
that to place the blame on the
numbers in a particular program is
taking the easy way out. He also
feels the problem will
clear u
quickly in the future. He pointsoi
that in the fall term, only4ostuden
remained unplaced out of a total (
3200. For the upcoming summt
term, the situation will be ease
greatly because there will be mor
experienced students looking
fo
jobs, and traditionally, mor
positions are available
in th
summer.
Remarkably, there seems to
be
general feeling of
among unemployed Co-op
students
While most are disappointed,
th
economic realities are quiteobvious
and it is a situation which is
difficul
to compensate for.
In addition to these, were the people
who helped sell tickets in the
Concourse, those who helped set up
the Turret, the sound people, the
Turret staff and management, the
comedians, their agent, the AIESEC
organization, as well as those who
spent their time with me wandering
about the school stapling posters to
billboards. Thanks again.
As for my part in it, I would have-
to say that, yes at times, it was time-
consuming but nothing I'm sure any
first year student couldn't do if
he/she put his/her mind to it.
Determination and assuming
personal responsibilities were the
keys to success.
I've emphasized the support the
promoters must have, yet I'm
certain that this concentration of
responsibility was of vital
importance. What this means is.
responsibility to and for almost
everyone and everything which
happens. That is; if something isn't
getting done, you know whom to
blame: if something goes wrong,
they know who to blame; if the
advertising doesn't quite match with
the performers, they know who to
blame; and if six people arrive at the
door to read the sign 'sold out' and
argue persistently that thev thought
the advertising meant they would be
guaranteed tickets at the door, they
know who to call. Then again, when
they are looking for someone to
congratulate because it went so well,
they too know where to go.
In a number of ways, I've
considered this evening (Comedy
Night) a success. Despite the small
mistake of having the president of
AIESEC Eaurier (Roy Weber)
attempt to explain the basic
activities of this d v n a m ic
organization in five minutes or less, 1
was still pleased with the favourable
response to the comedians we hired.
All kidding aside however, AIESEC
is a great club for any student,
especially for economics and
business students. For all those who
may not know, AIESEC is an
Association, International in
nature, which unifies Students of
Economics and Commerce. That is
all I want to say about it except that
this is my first year in the club and I
sincerely wish I had joined in first
vear.
(N.B. at the end of January,
fourteen lucky AIESEC delegates
from l.aurier will he travelling to
Montreal where AIESEC Canada
will be holding their five day long,
25th National Conference...if it is
anything like the Regional
Conference (Ontario Region) which
was in Toronto last term, it will he a
terrific experience.)
Well, enough said about
AIESEC. This does, however, bring
up
the subject of student
involvement in university activities.
It is
my opinion that the school's
populus is on average apathetic and
extremely hesitant when it comes to
getting involved. I am not the best
person to be writing on the subject,
as it took me three years before 1
challenged myself to take on a few
extra activities outside of signing the
membership list for Tamiae as well
as playing intramural and Tamiae
hockey. There was always that fear
that my marks would sufferand that
my G.P.A. would slide below the
minimum. This is a real concern and
I respect those people who spend
their time studying for this reason.
However, last term, i made a very
committed effort to involve myself
in student activities and my marks,
amazingly enough, dropped only
minimally. What I think this boils
down to is a long held theory that
students will work very hard to
achieve their 'acceptable' mark and.
beyond that, marks are much more
difficult to obtain.
In addition to the people you
meet, the skills you develop and the
learned theory you internalize, the
real payoff comes when you put it all
down on paper and present it to
some potential employee. I echo
those comments made in last week's
Cord by Kevin Bvers, "The
experience... will prove to heighten
your university days and aid you in
the career you choose to pursue.~
and also in the article bv Maureen
Hill ier, "Go beyond the ordinary.
Those students who have the
courage to do this are the ones who
find the most suitable position...One
of the keys to success in the'job
market is accomplishment."
These articles were written to
wake
up
the student population and
call to action their hidden abilities
and desires to broaden their
experience at university
to en j
beyond the books' and"?
classrooms ,„,o a rcalm (
»
learning which no case
orc„ mp
?
simulation
game can replicate
So what can you dn tn
involved? Well, the first
step Z
start early. Find
out wha
available to you and d
etermin
which ol these act.viti es fall with
Your interests. There's always tho!
sign-up
'
clubs which
you caj
become a member of like TV
and the Marketing Association
if you really want to g« involved,™
must submerge yourself
moredecoH
into these organizations than rtierd
carrying around your membershi
pass in your purse or wallet ft
Cord, as I have recently found'out
i<
always looking for people to helpj
r
so many ways. Everything 112r oir
typing to reporting can be done i
you like these activities.
Furthermore, the dubs
mus
begin to offer easier access to thei
membership and remove thos.
hidden barriers which prevent no
people from breaking their borders
A possibility may be more informs
affairs where membersand potentij
new members can chat about wha
the club is all about and what it ha
to offer them.
Anyhow, getting back t,
promoting (...ah yeah, that's what
was suppose to be writing about),
feel that the time it takes ti
coordinate, plan, and control it i:
more than offset by the satisl'actipi
derived from the successfu
completion of such an endeavour,
hope to do it again, and I alsohopi
many of you will get involved witl
some small (or large) project befon
the year is out.
Student involvement provides a door to the future
cont'd from pg 5
Co-op program still offers
hope for the future
cont'd from pg I
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D.J.'s JOHNNY G„
V BLANK ZERO, JAMIE OR CINDERELLA /
TO ROCK, RELAX AND REMINISCE!
\ Beatles and Stones through the
Night with some Rockabilly, Motown
\ Soul, Rock from the 60's, Favourite
c ,I^/
Hits from the Early 70's and a touch
7
of New depending on the Mood of the
Evening.
'BEAT your" FRIENDS AJ THE TRIVIA GAMTAND. WIN*A PRIZK!\
11j|
Mi IFy) lAy
112 RMU I // YOUR OWN WAREHOUSE
/^TORE-N-LOCK INC^
I U-LOCK IT --U KEEP THE
KEY - -
1 akl 5 * 10 ' 5 ?«15 on
\\ "0 ■■ U 10x10-10x15-10*20
/I
%\ IW / OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE
/#
\\ u / UPON REQU6S //
%.\ \ \ loritto a" IM
\ 886-7350 Jr
Vv MtCOLBYOM
watwloo
THE TYPICAL TEXTBOOK DOLLAR
Reproduction
by
permission
of
the
College
Group
of
the
Canadian
Book
Publishers
Council
Your contributions toward
Canadian books
24$ Book Manufacture
These expenses include the costs of
setting the book into type, plate
making, paper, printing and binding
and delivery to the publisher's
warehouse.
7c Taxes
13$ Publisher's Overhead
Covers all the fixed costs of rent,
heat, hydro, and generally
maintaining the publishing house.
20$ Bookstore Share
The bookstore share of the dollar
must cover the bookstore's
operating expenses. These expenses
generally cover the costs of rent,
heat, hydro, accounting, record-
keeping, transportation of books to
bookstore and back to publisher as
well as all other expenses incurred
in
ensuring prompt and efficient
strvice to students and professors.
Also from this 20c, the bookstore
pays staff salaries.
7$ Editorial
These expenses include the costs
of
acquiring manuscripts, procuring
illustrations, and paying the salaries
of sponsoring and copy editors and
designers.
11$ Publisher's Marketing
This covers the costs of salaries and
travel expenses of sales
representatives, advertising and
promotion, catalogues and
complimentary copies.
7C Publisher's Profit
The publisher uses part of this profit
to provide capital for market
research, author development,
upgrading of customer service
facilities—in general to expand thj
firm's list and to improve service.
11$ Author's Royalty
This is the author's share ot every
dollar.
Why you pay what you pay
for a U.S. book
How does a Canadian set a price on an imported text?
For simplicity let's begin with a textbook that carries a
suggested list price in the U.S. of $10.00.
The Canadian publisher buys the book at a 52% discount or
$4.80. Add exchange, freight and brokerage, which brings the
landed cost to $6.14. Apply an average markup at
approximately 30% to the U.S. list price and the text sells for
$13.00 here in Canada. Of this price approximately $4.13 is
gross profit. Operating costs, including marketing,
warehousing and administration, account for 30% of the gross
profit—leaving a pretax profit of 10%. Taxes are approximately
50% of this figure leaving the publisher an after tax profit of 5%.
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W15% OFF
Stationery & Writing
Instruments
Upon presentation of this coupon and
WLU ID Card
%MJm g [ Westmount PLice 68 Queen Street S jm3E|
\m\m I Waterloo, Ont Kite hener. Ont j£||B
885-4691 745-1431
j &zf&cousiaM j
CANADA'S LAIGCST AND lIST-KNOWN RICOID STOtl
I
I
rnrr 1 doz inside on doz outside |
| rfmtt Record Covers with Any Purchase of
Ten Dollars or more with this Coupon
One Coupon Per Purchase
I Good only on records & tapes
I Valid Until Jan. 31, 1983 I
■ Monday - Friday _ ... ■
9:30 am - 9:30 pm
98 King St. W. Sam's information # ■
I Saturday 9 am - 6 pm Kitchener 576-4170 |
I
spaghetti house
PANZEROTTI (Deep Fried Pizza)
Plain (Cheese and Sauce) $3.00
Any Choice of Pizza items: 50<F per item
ITuesday Special!
Buy 1 of the above mentioned and get the
second one for $1.00
Good for Pick-Up and Eat In Only Delivery Charge $1.00
103 KING ST. N., WATERLOO. 886-1010 or 886-1011 J
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WLUSU elections on Feb. 2
by Steve Patten
With nominations for the
February 2nd WLUSU
elections
being accepted until January
25th,
many
Laurier students are
wondering exactly what is entailed
in involvement
on the Student
Union Board of Directors. Students
considering putting their name
forward in candidacy for a position,
and the remainder
who must vote to
elect the new board, are all wanting
to know a little more about WLUSU
Board of Directors.
The 17 member Board is the final
authority for decision making. As a
group the formal role of the Board is
to approve the policies, priorities
and guidelines by which the day to
day business of WLUSU is run. All
new undertakings, new operating
policies and budgets must be
approved by the Board through
open debate and a formal vote.
The role of governing the
operation of WLUSU demands that
Board members be, above all else,
effective decision makers. The
Board member is expected to
combine an extensive knowledge of
student opinion, a clear concept of
WLUSU's role on campus and
sound judgement to make decisions
in the best interest of the students. It
is not a time consuming job, but it is
important that students elect a
Board that is representative of
student opinion and willing to treat
each decision seriously.
Board members must be willing to
meet approximately every third
Sunday evening to discuss and make
decisions relating to an hour or two
worth of agenda items. Most agenda
items are presented by members of
the executive (Operations
Management board). Between
meetings Board members are
expected to speak with friends and
class mates 10 learn of student
attitudes. The better Board
members also take the time to talk to
WLUSU executive members,
position holders and other persons
who may be of assistance in
formulating opinions on items
before the Board.
In short, the Board is a group of
students elected by the students to
represent the student's interest in
directing those who operate
WLUSU on a day to day basis. Some
Board members take on added
responsibilities on sub-committees
or as Chairman of the Board. The
central thrust of their job is decision
making and consequently students
should elect Board members in
touch with student opinion and with
knowledge of student affairs.
WLUSU: an
explanation
The Wilfrid Laurier Unviersity
Students Union (WLUSU) is a
corporation operated for the
purpose of providing services to
students and co-ordinating a student
voice in university decision-making.
The structure of WLUSU is actually
quite simple.
The final authority for decision-
making is the elected Board of
Directors. All budgets, new
initiatives and policy changes, must
be approved by the Board.
The executive, which is called the
Operations' Management Board
(OMB), is responsible to the Board
for the day-to-day operation of
WLUSU. Each person on the six
member OMB has a responsibility
for specific aspects of WLUSU.
Looking at the responsibilities of
each individual OMB member is a
good way to gain a clear
understanding of the Students'
Union Structure as shown on the
accompanying page.
The President acts as chairman of
OMB and as official representative
of WLUSU to the university
administration. His is also
responsible for overseeing and
assisting the Director of Promotion.
Most importantly, the President
must supervise and assist in the co-
ordination of everything WLUSU
does so as to fascilitate effective
integration of the different aspects
of the Student's Union.
• The Vice-President: Secretary has
three basic responsibilties. First, the
Vice-President: Secretary handles
most legal and regulatory aspects of
the corporation, such as contracts
and elections. Secondly, this person
is responsible for supervising the full
time staff of WLUSU. Finally, the
VP- has responsibility for
overseeing the band and movie co-
ordinators.
The Director ofStudent Activities
oversees the organization of the
many annual and special events
sponsored by WLUSU such as
Orientation, Oktoberfest, Winter
Carnival, theme nights at pub and
much more. TheDirector of Student
Activities also oversees the
operation of the SAMBOARD Disc
Jockey Service.
The Director of Finance is
primarily responsible for the
financing and budgeting of
WLUSU. The Director of Finance
also acts as chairman of the building
committee which oversees the
Student Union Building manage-
ment.
The Students' Ombudsman co-
ordinates student input into
university decision-making on the
Board of Governors, the Senate and
the university committees. Further,
the Ombudsman assists students in
having their problems or complaints
dealt with within the university. The
Ombudsman also is responsible for
the operation of WLUSU Legal
Services and BACCHUS Services.
Finally, the Student Publications
President. Student Publications for
legal and liability reasons, is a
separate corporation from WLUSU.
However, WLUSU finances Student
Publications and works with it
almost as if the two were one. The
Student publications President
oversees everything that goes on
there in the same way the WLUSU
President does. Student Publica-
tions includes the publishing of the
Cord Weekly, Looton Poster
Printing Service, the Student
Directory and a number of other
services.
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
The following are the attendance records of your representatives to the
WLUSU Board of Directors over the past year.
President: Steve Patten 12/12 100%
Vice-President: Melanie Maynard 12/12 100%
Music Director: John Budding 10/12 83.3%
Art Directors: Kevin Byers 12/12 100%
Dan Hunter 9/12 75%
Joanne Lauzer 12/12 100%
Ed Neiuwesteeg 9/12 75%
Nick Saldaris 11/12 91.6%
Heather Smith 11/12 91.6%
Adriana Petrucci 3/3 100%
Business Directors: Mark Van Dongen 11/12 91.6%
Tom Reaume 12/12 100%
Debbie Moffat 12/12 100%
Barb Mlot 11/12 91.6%
Charles McMane 11/12 91.6%
Larry Deverett 10/12 83.3%
Positions
Available
During the next several weeks
numerous positions within the
Students' Union will be open and
student applications will be
accepted. Now is the time for
interested students to begin to
consider whether or not they are
interested in any of the positions. So
much enjoyment and worthwhile
experience can be gained through
involvement in the Students' Union
that it is wise for all students to find
out if positions exist that would
interest them.
Presently, nominations are
available in the WLUSU office for
students interested in running for
the Board of Directors and the
positions of President and Vice
President: Secretary. This election,
which will be held February 2, is the
first step in the "turnover" of
positions within WLUSU.
Following the election the
President and Vice-President will, in
co-operation with the new Board
Members, select the other members
of the WLUSU executive. The
executive is comprised of the
President, Vice-President:
Secretary, Director of Student
Activities, Director of Finance, the
Students' Ombudsman and the
Student Publications President.
Once the new executive is settled
into their positions they will begin
the process of selecting students to
fill the many positions they are
responsible for.
The Students' Union Structure
Guide on the page opposite shows
many of the avaiable positions. If
you are the least bit interested, go on
up to the WLUSU office and ask to
speak with someone who would
know about the position that
interests you. The variety of
positions available and the
satisfaction one can gain from
working with the others involved in
the Students' Union make
involvement an attractive addition
to youracademic activities. So don't
hold back, get involved.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Energetic York Road transcends "cover band" label
by Nancy Damude
Good music, great lighting and
high-energy made York Road a real
hit last Thursday night at the Turret.
Judging from their polished
performance it's hard to believe that
the band's members Pat Alpaugh,
John Lewis, Scott MacDonald and
Duncan Stanbury who hail from
Ancaster have only been together
for about a year and a half.
In an interview before the concert,
guitarist Pat Alpaugh claimed that
all the group's music is high energy
dance music and commented that
audiences either love York Road or
hate them. For the audience at the
Turret it was clearly a case of love.
When the band launched into its
opening number, "Walk Away",
quite 3 numberof people were up on
the dance floor. During the second
number, "Wait til the Midnight
Hour", bass player John Lewis,
sporting fluorescent orange high-
tops was jumping and dancing all
over the stage and his enthusiasm
was quickly spread to the crowd.
All the music in this first set was
fast-moving dance tunes taken from
the top 40 list and most everyone
was up dancing for such high-energy
songs as David Bowie's "Rebel,
Rebel", The Clash's "London
Calling" and "Stray Cat Strut" by
the Stray Cats.
In the second set York Road
played solely their own music which
has the potential for uniqueness.
Songs such as "It's a Question" and
"Cover Girl" were excellently done
and showed off the group's full
range of talents.
Unfortunately, the crowd was not
as responsive to the unfamiliar
tunes, though there was still quite a
number of people up dancing.
Because of the absence of any
known songs this set tended to
drag. Perhaps the group would
have been further ahead to mix the
music of both sets, in order to
introduce their own music while at
the same time maintaining the
crowd's enthusiasm through
familiar tunes.
But while the second set may have
been a bit disappointing for some
the third set more than made up for
it. Full of energy and sprit, York
Road had the audience in the palm
of its hand with oldies such as
"Can't Explain", "Let's Spend the
Night Together", and "I'm a
Believer." From their opening
number "Should I Stay or Should I
Go" to the end of "Jet Boy, Jet
Girl" they had everyone up dancing
and it was impossible to find a spot
on the floor. This set was so well
done that York Road was called
back for an encore which includi
"I Ran" and"The Time Warp",
during which lead singer Alspauch
had the crowd singing along.
It was interesting to note that
while there was a good turnout for
York Road much of the audience
compsed of U of W students taking,
advantage of our board's decision to
rescind its motion restricting
Waterloo students from the Turret.
York Road managed to create a certain amount of uniqueness in thek top forty
numbers that paved the way for theirown original material at the Turret last Thursday.
Hoffman makes "Tootsie" a runaway smash comedy
by Coral Andrews
Michael Dorsey is an artist in
trouble. In the huge artistic
metropolis of Manhattan, he's a fine
character actor and teacher, but no
one will hire him. No right-thinking
director will have anything to do
with him. They won't touch his
name ever.
Why?
Michael Dorsey is just too much
trouble!
While playing a tomato in a
commercial, he refuses to sit down.
Since when does a TOMATO have
feelings? According to Michael
Dorsey, they inevitably do. His
stubborness and acute impudence
got him thrown off the set. He
simply cannot take orders from
anyone on or offstage.
Yes, Michael Dorsey's acting days
are numbered.
But...
Dorothy Michaels has a
wonderful acting career for life. As
chief hospital administrator on a
popular daytime soap, Dorothy
with her Southern feminist wiles,
improvises to no soap opera end,
and as adoring fan mail pours in,
Dorothy is an instant nationwide
sensation, gracing the covers of
Cosmo, Life, Newsweek and the
T.V. Guide.
This Tootsie is the talk of the
town!
And Michael Dorsey is in one hell
of a sexual dilemma.
For Michael Dorsey and Dorothy
Michaels are one and the same, and
Dustin Hoffman is both in
"Tootsie", a runaway comedy
smash now at the Waterloo Theatre.
It's not "Victor/Victoria" or
"Some Like it Hot". "Tootsie" is
fast, furious, funny and highly
unpredictable.
This is Dustin Hoffman's finest
female hour. And the hush that goes
through theatres coast to coast, the
first time they spy that insatiable red
sequined brunette is universal.
Hoffman's portrayal of Dorothy
is not camp or gay. Far from it. It's
just unnaturally natural. He seems
to fit the part like a gossamerglove,
switching from female/male
tendencies as he/she sees fit. When
Hoffman plays Dorsey he is merely
playing himself, a perfectionist who
drives directors crazy.
Hoffman, himself wanted a
female alter-ego Dorothy to look
as pretty as he could possibly make
her. His costumes by Ruth Morley
are tasteful and sophisticated. His
daily three-hour make-up ritual
took over a year to formulate in his
contract, and he learned his
Southern lingo from Polly 'Flo'
Holliday. Hoffman claims he
adapted Dorothy's character from
his late mother Lillian, and that
Tootsie is his way of handling her
death as well as being a tribute to
her.
Teri Garr is suitable as Michael's
scatter-brained friend/lover, Sandy,
a lady that Michael has to avoid
constantly, but a lady that Michael
doesn't want to avoid is Julie
'Jessica Lange).
Lange is pretty, soft and
Photo by Dave Rradshaw
Yuk Yuk's comedians gI've campus a treat.
Yuk Yuk's gets good response
by Dave Bradshaw
The response to the AISEC
sponsored comedy night a the
Turret on Wednesday, January 12
was great - it was completely sold
out and very satisfying.
The Yuk Yuk's touring troop is a
three-man show and it began with
Ralph Ben, the master of
ceremonies. Following an opening
by Mr. Ben which met with good
response, Gene Clark took center
stage for an hour of humour based
entirely on his six foot three, two
hundred and eighty pound frame.
The last comedian of the night was
Glenn Foster, who covered every
topic from student drinking habits
to the US Marines.
The master of ceremonies, Ralph
Ben, started the evening off in much
the same style as Don Rickles who
uses the members of the audience for
his selection of straight men for a
barrage of witty, and at times crude,
insults and observations.
Gene Clark, the First act following
Ralph Ben, was accepted more than
he was really appreciated. Perhaps
because he was following the quick
wit ol Ralph, the longer more drawn
out jokes of "Mean Gene" received
less enthusiasm than the other two
comedians. Mr. Clark had some
funny material but its appeal began
to run dry as he worked the same
idea for over half an hour.
The third and final act of the
evening Glenn Foster, was by far the
best performer of the evening.
Working in an average of two to
three punch lines a minute, he kept
the crowd rolling for an hour and he
performed a short encore much to
the enjoyment of the audience.
Taking inputs randomly from the
audience, Glenn covered a variety of
topics: Kamikaze Honda drivers,
T.V. ads and the "moron"majority,
Chargex cards as Star Trek phasers
(set on kill), and World War Three
covered for news like a football
game (stay tuned for the post game
show). Mr. Foster managed to
touch on many humourous subjects
and succeeded in proving to the
audience that humour does exist in
the world, providing it is viewed in
the proper context.
For those who missed the show,
this satisfied customer is sorry tosay
that the only forum for stand-up
comedy in southern Ontario
is
Toronto's
very own
Yuk Yuks.
Possibly though, we will see more
of
this excellent entertainment
on
campus in the
near
future.
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See
the Nylons
at U. of W.
For the first time on
the
Humanities stage.
See a sensational
evening
of pop music sung
by four
of Canada's
best in a
lavish two-hour show-
Catchin' the flipsides
Wild Things
Run Fast
Joni Mitchell
by Mike Strathdee
With the release of Wild Things
Run Fast, Joni Mitchell makes a
joyous return to mainstream music.
Joni is writing and singing very
happy songs these days.
The dominant themes of the
album are acceptance and love.
Acceptance of growth, both on the
personal and aging level, as well as
calm acceptance of situations that
don't quite work out right.
Chinese Cafe/Unchained Melody
provides a laidback, retrospective
view of life. "Carol, we're middle
class/We're middle aged/We were
wild in the old days/Birth of rock
and roll days."
The song Ladies Man is a good
example of Mitchell's relative peace
with the world. The problems
presented in her songs are not
overwhelming, as was the case
earlier in her career. Anguish has
given way to annoyance and
acceptance "I guess you learn to
refuse/What you think you can't
handle." Mitchell, who once wished
that she had a better sense of
humour (to help keep the darkness
iway), shows a well developed sense
of humour on this album. Her
displeasure with a pessimistic lover
on "You Dream Flat Tires" reveals
an almost offhand disappointment
dispelled by a keen wit. "Coming in
on a rim and a prayer/Trying to get
to where love is/Precious, precious
love/So hopeless and inspired/Why
do you dream flat tires?"
Even though Join Mitchell's
recent efforts have been jazz-
oriented, Wild Things Run Fast is
very palatable rock and roll and
happy rock n' roll at that.
The title track is supported by a
driving guitar beat which is very
uptempo. With Mitchell's cover of
(You're So Square) Baby I Don't
Care, Leiber and Stollerare updated
once again. Elvis twitched his way
through the song in the late s()'s.
Bryan Ferry took a more
sophisticated approach in the 70's
and Joni Mitchell turns it back into
fun rock n' roll in the 80's. A
crashing, thrashing guitar
introduction sets up a song which is
positively bopping.
Hot Dog! Solid Love presents
openess and happiness in a very
danceable tune. "We got a
chance/No more, no more fly by
night romance." Underneath the
Streetlight, perhaps the best song on
the album, is another upbeat rocker
which reveals exubarant, gleeful
happiness.
"Yes, I do - I love you/I swear on
the stars above I do."
Overall, the sound on thealbum is
rich and lush. Very good use of
background vocals and instru-
mentation is made throughout. A
listener can have fun trying to pick
out James Taylor's background
vocals on Man to Man, another
standout cut.
The album closes with Love, a
pleasant treatment of the biblical
text from Corinthians.
Wild Things Run Fast is well
worth having. It is an album more
likely to wear out from excessive
playing than to gather dust.
Deliver us from Evil
by Budgie
by Michael Balsom
Warning to all Siouxsie Sioux fans
(especially Alex)~this is not a solo
album from the Banshees'drummer.
Budgie is a three-piece band from
Wales who has released 10 albums,
including "Deliver Us From Evil".
Although consistently popular in
the U.K. throughout their twelve
year history (they recently headlined
Britain's Reading Festival) the band
has never been big in North
America. In fact, it seems that they
have given up on the North
American market, as they haven't
toured or released an album here
since 1978.
"Deliver Us From Evil", like last
year's "Night Flight", shows the
band taking a new direction. In the
past "Budgie" became known for
long, riff-laden boogie/blues songs
with hilarious titles such as "Crash
Course in Brain Surgery", "Hot As
A Docker's Armpit", "Nude
Disintegrating Parachutist
Woman" and "Napolean Bona Part
One". The onset of the new wave of
British heavy metal seems to have'
given this band a second chance.
Their new material is all
straightforward rockers under five
minutes long and could easily do
well in today's singles market. Just
as important, though, is the social
awareness that has replaced humour
as the main theme in Budgie's songs.
Lyricist/singer/bassist Burke
Shelley chooses to write about
nuclear disarmament, political
control, and child abuse on "Evil".
This could reflect the concern that
arises from the writer's age and
experience (he's not 32) and form the
new problems of the 1980's.
'
"Bored With Russia", the UK
single, leads off the album with some
soaring, atmospheric guitar work
form John Thomas. Long time
Budgie fans (of which there are very
few in Canada) will notice a
difference in Budgie's style right
from the start-the band uses
keyboards for the first time ever.
Duncan MacKay (a session-player
from lOcc) and his melodic
keyboard fills give "Russia", and the
rest of the album, an added punch
that just might be what the band has
always needed. "Don't Cry" and
"Truth Drug", two all-out metal
rockers, bring MacKay further up
front and prove that a synthesizer
can reinforce and improve a heavy
metal sound. "Young Girl" is a hard
driving tune with guitar work
reminiscent of the old Budgie.
"Flowers in the Attic", inspired by'
the book of the same title, is a very
good song about child abuse. It is
here that Burke Shelley's vocals
reveal his true feelings, expressing
pain and anger throughout a very
moving attack on this subject.
Although the entire band shines
on "N.0.R.A.D.", another number
condemning war, the highlight of
this song is Steve Williams'
drumming. Producer Don Smith
brings Steve's bass drum sound to
the front and Williams keeps perfect
time right up to the climactic ending.
After "Give Me the Truth" comes
"Alison", a soft, beautiful slow-
moving ballad written by Burke
Shelley for his girlfriend. This song
gives a perfect contrast to the nine
other scorching heavy-metal tunes.
The album closes with "Finger ON
the Button" (the third wassong)and
"Hold On to Love", the latter
building up to a climax bringing
back memories of Budgie's past.
1 should admit that being a
dedicated Budgie fan, I was a bit
shocked to hear this type of music
coming from them. However, after
listening to "Deliver Us From Evil"
three or four times, I began to see the
band's new direction as an
improvement which just might get
them some recognition. The two
dedications in the line notes, to John
Lennon and Randy Rhodes (Ozzy
Osbourne's late guitarist) show
further Budgie's attempt to move
from their past into new areas, in
competition with the new, young
heavy metal bands. It's clear that
they have done so with style.
Hardy returns with rock 'n' jazz
and an attempt at singing
by Mary Clendenning
When such a Canadian talent as
Hagood Hardy begins to list his
musical credits to his name it makes
one wonder: why do we Great White
Northerners insist on feeling inferior
to our American peers when it
comes to the music business? On
Friday evening. Hardy and friends
were at the Humanities Theatre at
University of Waterloo doing what
they do best-mixing jazz and soft
rock so that even the most
conservative soul could not keep his
toe from tapping.
Because he had received many
complaints that his most recent
concerts consisted of introducing
new talents and very little old
Hagood, the pianist warned us that
this night would be totally different
and we would leave more than
satisfied with Hardy's music. The
evening began with "There's No
Getting Over You" and "Skating in
Central Park" with Hardy on
xylophone. Later, when he took to
the piano he delighted the audience
by playing pieces that were
suprisingly familiar as many were
themes from television movies and
specials. Such melodies were "If 1
Had Nothing But A Dream" from
CBC s film "Just Jessie", "Tell Me
My Name" from the CBS movie of
the same title, and the theme song
from the soap opera "Love of Life".
After many piano solos, Hardv
decided to completely destroy the
intense mellow state he had put the
audience in by following through on
an earlier threat and singing. He
attempted a song which he had
taped for
an upcoming CBC
uperspecial with Anne Murray, but
about ten lines into the piece the
ack-up band started laughing and
an embarassed Hardy stopped to
explain that he had gotten the words
backwards. He replied, "years from
now you can tell your grandchildren
that you were there when Hagood
"ardy sang his last note".
Luckily, being criticized for
spending too much concert time
introducing new talent did not stop
Hardy from having Judith Lander
join him as his special guest for the
evening. Being introduced as an
"awesome new talent" was an
understatement for Lander. She had
no problem carrying her own in the
concert with such original pieces as
"Forever Friends" from the
television movie "Mazes and
Monsters", and a song entitled
"Hoedown".
The concert was quite successful
and
any criticisms that did exist were
quickly forgotten with the final
dixieland encore number which
proved that the Americans may have
invented jazz, but it took .such
Canadians as Hardy to perfect it.
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delectable as Michael's soap opera
crush and he uses Dorothy to get to
know her. In an intimate tete a tete
Julie tells Dorothy she'd like to
dispense with all the battle of the
sexes and would love it if a man
would come up to her and say,
"Listen, let's not play games. I think
you're absolutely lovely and I would
like to make love to you tonight."
Dorothy memorizes this valued
script and at a posh Manhattan
party uses this exact approach as
Michael Dorsey when he spies Julie
on the balcony. The enchanted
Romeo ends up with a drink in his
face.
Hoffman is still extremely boyish
at 45, and shines in the starring role,
but honorable mentions go to
Charles Durning, Teri Garr and
especially Bill Murray.
Murrav has never been funnier, if
that's posible. He and Larry Gelbart
(Mash) are a mean combination.
Murray plays Michael's roommate,
a typical New York artsy bitten by
the theatrical bug. He deadpans his
way through every situation
beautifully.
"I want 90 people who just walked
in the 1 theatre after the worst
rainstorm in history, people who are
alive. These are the type I want to
respond to my work. Then I want
them to come up to me in the street a
week later and say "What
happened?", exclaims a
u
fanatical Murray at
Phlc
birthday gathering.
Tootsie is
brimming with
hilarious slapstick, brilliant col
timing and oral gems from
a
suS
supporting cast.
p rb
Dabney Coleman is
convincing
asDorothy s ph.landering soap ope
director, and Charles DurL 1
Les, is a scream as Julie's father whofalls head over heels for Dorothv
much to Michael's dismay.
r
™ere
XT
S ° ne
major snag in
Tootsie. No one discovers his/her
true identity or even comes close
,s quite a blunder on co-write*
Gelbart and Bill Murray's part
Yet enough complications arisen
Sandy thinks Michael is gay ju]ie
thinks Dorothy is a lesbian, and Les
is determined to marry his favorite
soap opera socialite or bust.
It's enough to make Dorothy click
his/her heels and return to Kansas
During Dorothy's first camera
debut the script assistant made a
simple request.
"I'd like to make her look a little
more attractive. Can you pull backa
bit?
"How's Cleveland?" answers the
cameraman in exasperation.
Larry Gelbart's script (he also co-
wrote "My Favorite Year") Dustin
Hofman's wacky yet sensitive
characterizations, and Bill Murray's
zaniness make Tootsie a winner.
Kingpins shine in
rock-a-billy revival
by John Patterson
Black slacks and cool cats had a
full night of "shake-boppin" and
rock-a-billy last Thursday at the
Waterloo Motor Inn. The event was
a "Bent" production featuring "The
Shakin' Pyramids" with guests "The
Kingpins."
The crowd, although not large,
was energetic and was dressed ready
to rock-a-billy boogie. This kind of
turnout however was enough to
impress this writer that the rock-a-
billy revival has a strong following in
the K-W area-or at least among the
university students.
"The Kingpins", a New York-
based band, opened the show. Their
sound was clean and defined
although the music and perform-
ance was simplistic.
The quality of the sound was
highlighted by three factors. First,
the use of a double-bass as opposed
to an electric bass gave it a quality of
sound that belongs to rock-a-billv.
Second, the guitarist used a semi-
solid body Rickenbacker guitar, a
brand of guitar used early in John
Lennon's career (mostly to copy the
sound of his rock-a-billy favourites).
The last point was that a good
volume was kept at a comfortable
listening level. The overall effect
gave "The Kingpins" a very
traditional sound—one we would
associate with Buddy Holly or
Gene Vincent.
The "Shakin' Pyramids", a band
from Scotland headlined the show.
They too followed the rock-a-billy
style but had a quite different
approach than the "Kingpins".
Their
newer, trendier, exaggerated
style probably provides a clue to
their success.
The entire band stood at the front
of the stage to perform. This is
quite unorthodox in relation to pop
bands today which have their
drummers raised and to the back of
the stage. This, together with the
acoustic guitar and bass gave them a
style and sound originally their own.
A further distinction, although it is
not clear whether to consider it
original, was the beat. It was
hauntingly similar to "Adam and
the Ants"~similar to the degree of
its heavy, primitive nature—quite
unusual for the style of music.
The downfall however was thai
the "Shakin' Pyrimands" could not
get the sound or themselves
together. Typically, it seems with all
headline bands, they have to
increase the volume after, the
opening. However, the sound
usually is together after
experimentation with the opening
act. Unfortunately, the "Shakin
Pyramids" came across muddled
and altogether too loud for this style
ot music.
Wintario is a hit at T.A.
Bob and Joey Ve,ro play "Rock around the Clock" as part of Wintario's entertain-
nient last week. The impressive duo also helped push the important button.
Below, The Alpine Club Dancers put on a beautiful display on the same evening.
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Campus Clubs
Science Fiction Club
Dungeons & Dragons Game
Sunday Jan 23 at 11:00 in Room
5-303 of the CTB. Everyone
interested in D&D or wargames is
welcome to attend.
\
Is the closet getting you down?
Gays of WLU will be holding its
regular Thursday coffeehouse in
room 4-301, CTB (History Lounge)
beginning at 8 p.m. Come out and
meet some new friends.
WLU Drama Club Presents:
"Dangerous Corner"
January 27, 28, 29
8:00 p.m.
IEI
Tickets at the door
Adults: $3.00
Students: $2.00
Children and Senior Citizens: $1.50
A day trip has been organized for
Friday, January. 28th to Blue
Mountain. Tow and transportation
will by $19.00 for members and
$22.00 for non-members. Signing
up for the trip wll take place
in the
Concourse Monday 24th, Tuesday
25th and Wednesday 26th.
Don't have anything to do on
Wednesday nights? Come on out to
Laurier Christian Fellowship in the
Seminary Lounge. Supper is at 4:45
and a speaker follows. This week the
topic is Homosexuality: A Biblical
Response and the speaker will be
Hans Abna.
The Writer's Club is looking for
good quality poetry, prose
and
graphics for its next issue. Please
type entries and include SASE.
Deadline Jan 31/83.
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LUTHERAN CAMPUS
MINISTRY AT UW AND WLU
FRIDAY, JANUARY 21: Open
house as usual at the home of
Rev. Paul and Kathy Bosch.
Come at 7:30 and meet new
friends at 157 Albert St.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 23: 11:00
Worship with Holy Communion
in the cozy seminary chapel on
Albert at Bricker on Sunday
mornings of the school year.
SUNDAY, JANUARY23: 6:30 in
the evening Lutheran Student
Movement meets at the warm
and bright students' residence at
177 Albert St.the theme?
"Christian Unity: How Close?
How Important?"
TUESDAY, JANUARY 25: Bible
study at 177 Albert St.-a break
in your day at 2:30 p.m. and a
chance to have input for the
Sunday sermon'
TUESDAY, JANUARY2S:
Worship at Conrad Graebel
College Chapel University of
Waterloo at 4:30 p.m. A quiet
intimate atmosphere for
Communion.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY26:
Communion at Keffer chapel, at
Albert and Bricker Streets
10:00 p.m. Drop by after classes
and be refreshed.
Jan. 20
Music at Noon concert will
feature Paul Bernard, guitar.
Concert will be held in the
Theatre Auditorium at 12
noon. Admission free and
everyone welcome.
Placement and Career Services
presents:
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.
MUTUAL LIFE
INFORMATION SESSION
For students interested in
becoming an agent with Mutual
Life. Informal wine and cheese
reception will follow the
presentation.
Paul Martin Center.
Tuesday, January 25
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
STARTING A SMALL
BUSINESS SEMINAR
Representatives from Laurier's
Small Business Consulting
Service and Student Venture
Capital Program as well as 3
Laurier students who have
started their own businesses will
be presenting.
Jan. 21
Dr. Walter Brueggeman,
Professor of Old Testament,
Eden Theological Seminary,
St. Louis, Missouri, will- be
guest speaker at the Lutheran
Life Lectures. Dr. Brueggeman
will speak at 9:30 a.m. on "The
Neglect of the Third Factor in
History-Making," and will give
another lecture at 1:30 p.m. on
"Two Dangerous Moves in
Prophetic Faith."
Lectures will be held at St.
John's Lutheran Church, 22
Willow St. in Waterloo.
Admission free and everyone
welcome.
French Silent Film Clasics by
Dept. of Romance Languages
being shown at WLU
The films Lumiere premier
program (Lumiere, 1895-97)
and A nous la liberte (Rene
Claire, 1931) will be shown in
Rm. 2-205 at 4:00 p.m.
Admission free and everyone
welcome.
Friday, January 21. Open house
at Lutheran Chaplain Paul
Bosch's home, 157 Albert St.,
from 7:30 p.m. Come!
The K-W Rally Club is holding a
"Winter Rally Warm-up" on
Saturday, January 22, 1983.
This is a novice rally, with
registration at 6:30 p.m. at
Nicholson's Tavern in Blair. For
more information phone 699-
5735 or 576-7463.
Jan. 26
An archaeology lecture on
"Archaeology Excavations at
San Giovanni di Ricoti, Italy,
1980: A Roman Farming
Complex" will be given by Dr.
Gerald Schaus of the Classics
Dept. at WLU. A short film will
follow the lecture.
Lecture will be held at 8:00 p.m.
in Rm. P1025 of the Peter's
Bldg. Admission free and
everyone welcome.
Jan. 27
Music at Noon will feature
Ralph Elsaesser, piano, the
music of Brahms. Concert will
be held in the Theatre
Auditorium at 12 noon.
Admission free and everyone
welcome.
CLASSIFIED UNCLASSIFIED
Start the New Year right with ￿ WANTED *
more R&R. Typing professionally
done. 65c to $1.00 per page. 578-
3605. ANYBODY
Experienced typist will type
reports, financial statements, etc.
Please call 662-1038. \
Submisively minded 3rd Year Male 1.7 |
BBA student is looking for a / £
dominate female 19-22 for a discrete
2
rendezvous. Enjoys skiing, squash, 112
— il
trains and good music. Owns a
S*-/ l"1
°
waterbed. Call 885-5134 ask for VV-H |
Bubbles. I J J"
TYPING - Professionally done,
V
reasonable rates. Fast, accurate Jy J
sevice. Satisfaction guaranteed
Diane, 576-1284.
TO DO ANYTHING
Quote of the week
ABSOLUTELYANYTHING
"the great thing about our theology
FOR
is to be able to say different things The Cord Weekly
each day of the week" D.G.
POETICS
Picture Postcard
photographed a dusk, in black and white,
the sea, the sky, the mountains are all
the same grey hue: there's nothing in black
or white, only sea and sky and mountains,
flooded grey plains of the grey ocean.
the moon re-establishes the horizon,
spinning out a blue thread
tight at the crease of sky and sea,
weaving its bright tail into the water.
soon, clustered light flare
on the American coast,
and an orange finger of mist
points across dark mountains to a star
above the moon-lit sea.
on the near shore, black logs
are trapped by the absense of current;
and the singers, h.uddled
like sailors around a fire,
have faces the colour of sunset.
on both sides, cities are alive
under landscapes defined
by the moon.
you are, of course, the moon.
by James Dopp
(from victoria 8.C.)
First Chord
Not really inspired to write
feeling pretty bare.
No pub for me last Thursday night
But do I really care.
Home town for the weekend
The crowd's a really gas
Can my grades afford the time?
It's important that I pass.
But I'm also here to make new friends
Grades aren't the only thing.
And see the ones I know so well
But the alarm clock always rings.
The new day brings another smile
as good days often do.
Keep busy, and study for awhile
Then it's party time, you too?
by Frank Lauzon
"I Knew Him Well"
I knew him well. Days with him were as sweet
As the fruit we'd eat and the children we'd
Meet. There was a trust with which he could lead
Me into another world, to greet
Things I had never known. Then, a retreat
Which I could not understand. Like a seed,
Our being was cast away, as a weed
In the wind. Again which I could not meet.
But, why waste my thoughts on painful memories?
I'd broaden my horizons, to the sky.
I'd look towards the future. I would tell
The world that I would do as I please.
With whom I please. Then I would
...
then I
...
would
Remember HIM. I thought I knew him well.
by Amy Czarnata
Revolving Door
I understand your unwillingness
to step into the revolving door.
(It makes me dizzy too)
But only a fool thinks
it will stop turning long enough
for you to pass with a clear head.
\
by Ruth Booth
One day while having tea with God
It struck me as so very odd
How some one so well-known as she
Could be so envious of me?
by Edna Snozz
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SPORTS
TEN!
by John Sanderson
Buffalo Chips
Will Matt ever go?
page 18
Rugby Club
Varsity status?
page 19
The Golden Hawks are on a roll. The Hawkey Hawks have racked
up
ten wins in a row and have moved into a first place tie with the
University of Toronto Blues for the Ontario lead. Just at press time it
was announced the Hawks had moved up in the national rankings to
number eight.
The Hawks winning and winningbig. Last weekend the Hawks
clawed Queen's in a 6-4 victory and shot down R.M.C. 10-l, in
weekend games played in Kingston. The two victories moved the
Hawks into a first place tie with the number one team in the country,
the University of Toronto Blues.
On Friday the Hawks, ranked tenth nationally, took on the Golden
Gaels of Queen's in a game full of action from the first drop of the
puck.
The Hawks, known for their aggressive style of play and
forechecking, received the first penalty of the game and soon found
themselves down 1-0 on a powerplay goal. Theearly lead for Queen's
lasted until midway through the second period when Tim Glencross
finally found the net for the Hawks. The Hawks were not to be
stopped after that and it appeared as if the floodgates were about to
open.
After the Glencross goal captain Don Foulter was quick to add to
the total. The Paul Roantree show was just starting however. Within
three minutes Roantree had pumped in two goals, one of which was
shorthanded. The Gaels somehow stemmed the tide and the second
period ended with the Hawks up by the score 4-1.
The third period continued the high level of action displayed in the
first two stanzas. The Gaels countedfirst narrowing the Hawk lead to
two. It only took seven seconds, however, for Roantree to get his hat
trick with a nice shot off the face off won by Todd Stark.
The Gaels popped in two more, and with a minute left in the game
pulled their goalie in an attempt to tie the score. In that time, with six
attackers, they only managed one shot on net, that was handledeasily
by Thompson. With six seconds left Kevin Casey iced the victory for
Laurier with an open net goal.
Queen's coach Fred O'Donnell after the game said "we were ready
and well prepared for Laurier but they were too aggressive and simply
out lought us. 1 hey threw us off our game."
Laurier coach, Wayne Gowing, glowing after the game stated "We
bumped, checked and distracted Queen's by finishing our checks off at
every opportunity."
Game two of the weekend road trip had the Hawks visit Kingston's
Royal Military College. The Hawks outplayed, outclassed and
outshot the Cadets 58-14, to take an easy 10-1 victory.
The first period ended with Laurier up 3-0 on goals from
Stark, Beckon, and Whistle.
The second period was much tighter with the Hawks scoring the
only goal. Beric "Syko" Sykes managed to score on a Cadet miscue.
The third was completely different with the Hawks opening up their
arsenal and evoking a full scale retreat by the Cadets.
Dave Beckon got the Hawks fourth goal of the same on a neat move
that left the goalie looking for his jock strap somewhere in the
thirty third row of the arena. Roantree and Casey were quick to open
the lead to 7-0.
The rout continued with Tony Martindale scoring on an unassisted
shot to the top left corner. Beckon popped in his third of the night and
Sykes added his second to leave the Hawks ahead 10-0.
In what can be only described as a fit of compassion the Hawks let
the Cadets score so as not to completely embarass them before their
hometown crowd. In reality, the Cadets scored with 37 seconds left,
thus spoiling the shut out bid by Steve Bienkowski.
Hawkey Hawks looking
for some recognition
by John Sanderson
Hockey has always been a
sideline
sport at Laurier. The
distance one must travel to the
Kitchener Auditorium to witness
a game and the fact that the
Hawks
are not known as the
world beaters has always limited
the fan support for the Hawks.
It is time not that more people
and students took notice of their
hockey team, along with the
individual efforts put forth by
members of the team.
What does the 82-82 season
hold in store for the Hawks? All
prospects appear bright as
presently the Hawks are tied for
first place with the University of
Toronto Blues in the O.U.A.A.
w 'th 26 points. Thus far the
Hawks have los* only two games;
a 6-0 defeat to the Western
Mustangs and a disappointing 4-
3 decision to Laurentian.
Since the November 13 loss to
Laurentian the Hawks have
managed to pull together and
unite like never before. Back to
back wins and a commanding 6-3
triumph over the U of T Blues
have proven to the league that
the Golden Hawks are for real.
"Understanding, hard work,
and a terrific desire to win can be
attributed to the team's solid
performance." explains coach
Wayne Gowing.
Following the November 24
victory over the Blues the Hawks
have commanded and won all
their following games. December
1 had the Hawks easily defeat the
Golden Hawk Week
by Theresa Noonan
What do you think of athletics at
Laurier? How many varsity sports
are you aware of? During the week
of January 22-29 it is the specific aim
of a camapaign to promote athletics
here at Laurier, but also equally
important in the city of Waterloo.
The idea of "Golden Hawk
Week" came from Tim Dawkins, a
fourth year business student, and a
member of our varsity swim team.
Dawkins has competed on various
teams in his four years and he came
to realize that the public was just not
there to support those teams.
He admits that in the past because
of winning teams, most notably the
football team, the public did not get
involved in the minor sports. He sees
this trend continuing and is
determined to do something about
it.
Dawkins has talked to Barry
Lyons, Laurier's Public Relations
Officer about this problem and both
feel that the public does not identify
with theathletic program at Laurier.
Coach Tuffy Knight, Laurier's
Athletic Director, agrees that
Dawkin's idea of "Golden Hawk
Week" is a sound one and he hopes
to see it become an annual event
here. "It is an excellent idea for
students to see all the teams and for
the public to see them as well.
Hopefully, this week will generate a
lot of support for our teams."
During "Golden Hawk Week"
there will be a lot of sporting events
going on, and by having posters
displayed in prominent places in the
school and the community,
Dawkins hopes to improve the
attendance at all events.
Attendance, as always, will be free
for Laurier students. During this
week however, attendance will also
be free to the community.
Some games to watch for are:
hockey on the 27th, men's
basketball on the 25th, women's
basketball and volleyball on the
22nd, as well as an O.U.A.A.
badminton tournament on the same
day.
Hopefully, Laurier students will
take the opportunity to see some of
our fine athletes in action as well as
spread the word to people in
Waterloo. "Golden Hawk Week"
certainly does provide everyone with
a Golden opportunity to see the
Hawks.
Photo by Kevin
Mcl'uclilcn
The Golden Hawks women's volleyball team faced the U. of T. Blues last week in a five game
exhibition match. The Hawks dropped three and won two.
Olympic hopeful
by Kevin Riley
All-star Laurier goalie, Terry
Thomspon had the opportunity to
play with some of the best Canadian
university hockey players available
in our country. This team, known as
the Labatt's Olympic Challenge
team, represented Canada during
the Christmas break in a series
against the Soviets. The team was
the unofficial starting point in the
building of a team for the 1984
Olympics anH Terry has as good an
opportunity as any to make this
team.
The team was chosen from the
Canadian Universities Athletic
Association of All-Canadians. Terry
was not on this list but he was asked
to play because of the suggestions of
various scouting reports. He arrived
in Regina on Boxing Day and with
only three days of practice with his
new teamates, he faced the powerful
Russian hockey team.
Understandably, Terry was a little
nervous about playing the Russians
in that first game. I didn't really
grasp their game at first. They don't
always shoot when on the offensive.
They wait until they have a high
percentage shot." This frustrated
Terry until he began to understand
their tactics.
Terry did fairly well against the
Soviets although the three games he
played were losing efforts.
Terry impressed the coaches of
the team with his abilities and he is
expected to be asked to the Olympic
camp in July of this year. He would,
in fact, be surprised if he wasn't.
Terry graduates this year from
Laurier and this causes some
problems in his decision about the
Olympic team. He is an Honours
Business student and is presently
searching for a position as an
accountant with some local firms.
He is finding it hard to convince
perspective employers about his
future because of his hockey career.
Employers want a definite
starting date of their new employees
and Terry can't give such a date until
he makes up his mind about his
future in hockey. Terry hasn't
decided if he wants to try for theTerry Thompson:
Laurier's
Olympic hopeful pimio \Kcvin iM/iy
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Gryphons 6-1. Two nights later the
upstart Hawks downed Mac 4-2 and
their last game in 1982 saw the
Hawks play one of their finest games
of the season in a close 3-1 victory
over the visiting Queen's team.
After the lengthy Christmas break
the Hawks once more displayed
their power in ,easy victories the
Brock Badgers and R.M.C. In the
two games combined the Hawks
defeated their opponents by the
lopsided score of24-9. Most recently
the team devasted R.M.C. 10-1. and
again beat Queen's, this time by the
score of 6-4.
Many things are responsible for
the Hawks new found success.
Spectacular netminding of veteran
Terry Thompson has once again
frustrated those who have faced
him. In his years here at Laurier
Terry has been chosen for both the
O.U.A.A. and C.I.A.U. all-star
teams. His most recent accomplish-
ment was playing for the Olympic
team hopefuls in an eight game
series with a visiting Russian team.
Further team success can be
attributed to the strong performance
by forwards Sykes, Pruden and
Glencross; known on the team as
■ Vaive, Anderson and Daoust.
I Former Kitchener Ranger Kevin
Casey, who obtained over 55 points
with the Rangers last year has
blended in very effectively with
veteran forwards Don Poulter and
Dave Beckon.
This year's addition of former
Guelph Plater Todd Stark to a line
with Paul Roantree and Greg Mills
has also proven effective. In the last
four outings that line has
accumulated a total of 39 points.
Working together with veteran
forwards Tony Martindale, Mike
Gazzola, Rob Deutschmann and
Don Speck the Hawk offence has
performed brilliantly to become an
effective weapon at all times.
The strong defence of the Hawks
can be attributed to the consistent
play by veterans Rellinger, Kremer,
and Bogart. Craig Halliday,
formerly of the Belleville Bulls, has
teamed up with former Kitchener
Ranger Joel Levesque to provide the
team with strength and security of
the blueline. Together with former
Platers Rob Holody and Rob
Whistle the Hawks have obtained
the tight type of defense needed
to
win in the O.U.A.A.
To round off the team are
the
talents of Steve Bienkowski and
John Sop, backing up Thompson
in
net.
The coaching put forth by coach
Wayne Gowing and
his assistant
George Lavalee has successfully put
together a team which, at present
appears capable
of conquering the
world.
You can witness the Hawks in
action tonight at the Kitchener
Auditorium as they host the
Mac
Marauders. Game time is 8:00.
This Saturday, the Hawks are
again at home. At two o'clock,
in a
battle for first place in Ontario, the
Hawks will do battle with the Blues
from Toronto. See you
down at the
Aud!!
Olympic team yet, and that decision
is going to be a hard one. As Terry
put it, "you must want to play real
bad and be ready to give a whole-
hearted effort before you can play
for a national tea:m."
Terry credits his success w.ith the
Hawks and his opportunity to play
for Canada with the Laurier team
itself. "The reason I got the tryout in
the first place is attributed to the
hard work Laurier had done in the
past few years. The guys on the team
make me look good."
The Hawks and the rest of the
Laurier community should be proud
ofTerry's achievement and hope the
best for him in the future.
Hoopsters - win
Ring the bells! Let the banners fly
and the champagne flow!
The Golden Hawk basketball
team has won a regular season game.
Not since the Leafs went almost a
year without winning on the road
has a streak been thought never to
end. The Hawks downed the Mac
Marauders 83-81 at the A.C. on
Tuesday night.
The Hawks were up by eight
points with slightly more than a
minute left in the game. Some costly
turnovers by the Hawk Hoopsters
almost gave away the win. Some
equally great foul shooting in the
dying seconds of the game gave
Laurier the win. Steve Forden and
Dave Byck both came through with
some timely foul shots that earned
the Hawks their first victory of the
1983 season.
The game started out slowly for
the Hawks and they did not grab the
lead until the 11:27 mark of the first
half. The halfended with the Hawks
up by four points, 43-39.
The Marauders were not about to
turnover and play dead. It did not
take long for them to tie the score
and then go up by six. In a rare
showing of extreme determination
the Hawks pulled back, and then
ahead, for the rest of the game.
Another rare thing happened for
the Hawks this night. They actually
outrebounded their opponents.
Laurier took the boards from the
Marauders to the tune of 38-30.
Dave Byck led the Hawks in this
department with ten. Rookie Pat
Keane, not known for his size or
rebounding prowess, hauled in nine
reebs to embarrass his much taller
teammates.
Byck, playing his best basketball
in his three years as a Hawk, also led
the scoring. The6'7" forward hit for
twenty three points and is well on his
way to an Ontario All-Star
nomination. Team Captain Leon
Arendse followed Byck with eleven
points and popping in nine points
each were point guard Steve Forden,
rookie Pat Keane, and centre Doug
Aitcheson.
Recognition
cont'd from page
15 1
Terry
Thompson
cont'd from page 15
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Tickets for buses are $2.00.
Includes pit-stop at Coronet.
\
Hey
'
( What are you doing with J
\ that calculator? J
WMZTfifPrI
Mexico and Return From
$3.50
IShow us your calculator and we willgive you an additional 10% discount
on top of normal 15% student
discount - Total discount 25%.
Try our Macho Nachos Stuffed with
jalepeno. Hot! All you can eat $3.00.
1335 Weber St. E. 749-1810
(Next to Hiway Market)
IFQBDE I
STUDIO
I Will be on Campus To I
Take Grad. Students I
Photographs on I
January 21, 24 &25 I
If you haven't already set up an I
appointment for a photo I
session call us to make an I
appointment. I
Free Yearbook of Graduates is included
with the full photograph package.
FORDE STUDIO I
745-8637 I
OUAA Men's singles and
doubles Badminton
Tournament
Jan 22/83 - MEN'S SINGLES 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Jan 23/83 - MEN'S DOUBLES 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
WLU ATHLETIC COMPLEX
Western
Guelph
Waterloo
; McMaster
Laurier
==================__,
Continuous 111
STRIPPEfIS ID
Ladies Appear Noon until 6:30
II
to Saturday in Huggy Bear's
111
I Monday Night to Thursday Night Inj
Ik Jpr Our Dancers Move to The General's IJjj
Crossing from 7:00 pm to 1:00 am
I Male Strippers - Monday Nights in Huggys! fin
| tW THE GRAND ■
6 Bridge
BOP j&m
AT THE
BARON
Licensed Under L.C.8.0.
DOWNSTAIRS AT CITY HOTEL
ACROSS FROM WATERLOO SQUARE
THE RED BARON
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS BPM - IAM
IT'S YOUR ALTERNATIVE NITE KLUB
• U-2 and your SPECIAL friends can come
down, CURE your BAD MANNERS, and JAM
with some STRAY CATS
Sports Quiz
by Chuck Tatham and Mike Locke
j. Who is the stingy owner of the
Buffalo Bills?
2. Name
the Miami Dolphin
offensive lineman
who wore the
number 66 in their Super Bowl
years.
3. What sport do we associate
the
name Emerson Fittipaldi with? (He
is not a barber.)
4. Brooks Robinson and Juan
Marichal were recently elected to the
Baseball Hall of Fame.
Who
finished third in the balloting?
5. What is it called when two soccer
teams play for hours and hours to a
boring 0-0 tie?
6. What were the Brantford
Alexanders formerly called? What
is the OHL's newest team?
7. Name the former Montreal
Alouette coach who was recently
fired from a coaching position in the
NFL.
8. Where do the North Carolina
Tarheels play their home games?
/
9. What does the L.A. Raiders'
defense and a gay bar have in
common?
10. What year did the major league
baseball "Black Sox" scandal occur,
and who was the major star
involved?
11. The Langer Question. In the
1973 U.S. National Curling
championship, which state finished
eleventh and what was their record?
How do you rate?
10 right? (You win three weeks on
the French Riviera.)
7-9 right? (You win two weeks on
Broadway.)
4-6 right? (You win one week at the
Desert Inn in Cambridge.)
1-3 right? (You win one night at the
Breslau, with penicillin.)
0 right? (You win 20 minutes in the
gutter in front of the Kent Hotel.)
Answers in
Scoreboard
Intramural Hockey
by Bob "the score is on the ceiling"
McClown
After last week's incredible
response and interest put forth by
many students, it is only fitting that
weekly reports continue to inform
the students of the league's status.
Last Monday can best be
described as the battle for the
basement. Four of the leagues
bottom seven teams fought it out for
the one remaining playoff spot. The
B2 Bartenders lost their seventh
straight game, 3-1, to the Willison
Animals. The Animals now sport a
record of 3-5. Game two of the
action packed evening saw
Columbia House come down off
their high and lose 4-2 to the Party
Mongers.
Tuesday's night games saw the
last place Individuals surrender 8-3
to The Unit. The Unit does cheat
however, they run a weekly practice.
Untair Tactics! Game two of the
night saw TNUC (Thursday Night
Ucher Club), lose only thier second
game of the season in a 5-4 decision
to the surprising Indecent Assault.
Thursday's only game witnessed
the Bartenders drop their eighth
straight match. This time the
Bartenders (who apparently pour
themselves very large drinks) were
on the short end of a 4-2 score to the
quick rising Columbia House squad.
Tonight at twelve TNUC takes on
the Herrdogs in what promises to be
a regular Barn burner.
Games cancelled on Monday and
Tuesday will be rescheduled for a
later date. Please watch the
Intramural Activities board in the
A.C.
Chuck's Ground
Rodney Dangerfield has made a million joking about it.
The Washington Redskins are just starting to get some.
The Toronto Maple Leafs don't deserve any.
The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks aren't getting any either, but
deserve some.
The word that links all these thoughts together is respect. Respect.
A goal that most of us are striving for. Something that can't put food
in one's mouth, be bought or sold, yet something that people are
willing to sacrifice a lot for. A person'or people can get upset when
they feel that they deserve that respect and don't receive any. Respect.
Something that this paper has not been giving Wilfrid
Laurier's Varsity hockey team. More specifically what this sports
editor has not been giving a team that is currently in first place in
Ontario and ranked eighth in the country.
Most people don't even know what I'm talking about, or care. Both
of these problems lie in my lap.
The Hawkey Hawks are 13 and 2 in this year's season. They have
beat the University of Toronto Blues, currently ranked number one in
the nation. As mentioned, they are first place in Ontario tied with the
Blues. At the time that this was written they were ranked number ten
in Canada. Toronto was the only other team from Ontario ranked in
that elite group.
And how much space have they received in this sports section? They
have been virtually shut out.
There is a myriad of reasons (excuses?) that could be cited as to that
shut out. Let it suffice to say that the problem has been brought to my
attention and it is being corrected.
I
suggest that the interested readers turn their attention to the
various articles in this week's section and, like myself, become more
interested in their Hawkey team.
'
For my part I can look to more complete coverage of a team that
DOES deserve it. For your part, as a fan, a fairly basic cure for this
perceived apathy (or is it a lack of interest?) is to show up at some
Hawkey games.
Sure, give the normal excuses like the arena is too far away, and that
you can't afford the time. Sorry folks, no good. If we can pack the
Turret Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights we can show up at a
Hawkey game at least two or three times a month.
That travel excuse may be half valid when it is used to go see a soccer
game. That sport is still fairly new to most of us and we do not
necessarily understand all the intricacies of the sport. We're talkin'
Hawkey here though. This is our national sport. Those damn yankees
can get up to twelve thousand fans out to a game. Twelve thousand!
Whose sport is this anyhow?
How
many people watch the Leafs on a Wednesday night? If you
can watch them you can definitely take in a Hawkey game.
You would be going out to see a high quality product as well. On top
of everything else that this team has they have an Olympic calibre
goaltender. Olympic calibre!
Tonight the Hawks play Mac down at the Kitchener Auditoriumat
8:00. Maybe you have already made plans for tonight, okay fine. But
what are you doing Saturday afternoon at two? Watching a bunch of
American football players bash their heads in? Watching a bunch of
American football players who do not even give two shits about
Wilfrid Laurier University?
At two o'clock Saturday why not show up at the Aud and watch the
Hawks battle the U ofT Blues for first place in Ontario? Why not show
up at two o'clock Saturday afternoon and watch some guys play that
are doing it for their school. (That's you and me.) WHYNOT SHOW
UP AND SHOW THESE GUYS THE RESPECT THAT THEY
DESERVE!
Chuck Kirkham
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I Applications for
the Position
Head Resident
Assistant Head
Resident
I are now being accepted
I POSITION DESCRIPTIONS
I AND APPLICATION FORMS
I ARE AVAILABLE IN THE
I HOUSING OFFICE
CLOSING DEADLINE:
|^^^ANL^6^J^B3^3opni
I —I
MIKE'S DINER
Delicious Hamburgers on Kaisers
Sandwiches Made to Ordpr
All Great Prices
all at Mike's Diner
Homemade Soup Only
Eat In or Take Out
Sandwiches/Burgers Available for
Party Groups
42 King St. N.
Just up from Waterloo Theatre)
886-7910
r -j.
■ 156 Columbia Street
West
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3L3
Phone (519) 885-5870
jBBTOa (Columbia at Phillip)
u
Term Papers Required? See |
■
inTAfIVA us first; our
work is read |
around the world.
The Word Processing Professionals
I
Term Papers & Overheads
I * Resumes, Covering letters. Mailing Lists
Buffalo Chips
by Brett Roberts
with special guest star
M.A. Torigian
There I sat lying in my California
beach house reading last week's
issue of the Cord Weekly. J
immediately became outraged and
placed a long distance telephone call
to my long time friend and past co-
author Brett "I'll print anything for
a laugh" Roberts. Surely my
resignation came as a surprise to
everyone,
however I felt we must
clear up a few
of the reasons as to
why I quit. For that reason we
decided to reunite for a last encore
performance.
The team of Roberts and Torigian
have recently come under a lot of
pressure. With entertainment
engagements every weekend,
and
afternoon rap sessions in Wilfs with
our sponsors, it was no wonder one
of us cracked. Torigian was the
victim. Can one honestly expect
anyone to
maintain their dignity and
physical well being when such
demands are being placed on their
minds and bodies? That's right, we
said minds. We'd like to say right
now that we are sick and tired of
being treated like pieces of meat;
sexual objects. Once, just once, we'd
like to have a meaningful
relationship with an understanding
member of the opposite sex. But no!
Every girl we have ever gone out
with has had only one objective-to
get us into bed. Torigian could not
stand it anymore. For that reason he
found it necessary to leave Laurier.
One of the worst parts of this job
is handling the thousands of letters
that arrive at The Cord each week
addressed to us. The following
letters are a representative sampling
of Buffalo Chips mail.
Dear Cord Weekly
After frequenting many of
Laurier's social events, namely
parties (and the Turret) it has come
to my attention that the conduct of
the Buffalo Chips authors leaves a
lot to be desired. Their priorities
seem to be as follows:
1. Consume alcohol until no longer
coherent.
2. Drool over any women
that just
happens to walk
into the same room
as them.
Is this any way for respectable
students to act?
signed.
Muhammad Rahmihtome.
It's the only way to act!
m
Dear Buffalo Scum;
I don't like you and I certainly
don't like your column. Most
importantly I hate looking at your
damn picture very week in the Cord
I don't like sports, I don't like
chicken wings and I detest American
beer. I don't even read
your column
signed
Chuck Kirkham
Obviously, underfed, undersexed, and
Illiterate.
Dear Buffalo Chips
I have just been informed that
Matthew Torigian has been seen in
the presence of al3 yearold girl. It is
my responsibility at this time to
inform you that such behaviour is
quite illegal and will not be tolerated
in the future.
My men have been instructed to
shoot Torigian on sight.
Respectfully yours
Supercop
She looked at least 14 to me -
Torigian
These are just a few of the letters
we received this week. Others can't
be published. We hope you've
enjoyed this week's Buffalo Chips
Mail Bag. Keep those letters coming.
By the way some of Robert's
predictions for last week have
already come true. Look for Miami
and Washington in the Super Bowl.
(Roberts) Jets and Dallas (Torigian)
Will he ever leave? You got it
Chevrolet...Torigian is back one
more time.
Tamiae on ice
by Dick Belloes
First place Bus. 4 started last
Wednesday's Tamiae hockey action
with a convincing 4-1 defeat over the
"improved" Bus 6. However, the
new found enthusiasm in Bus 6 was
still no match for the Bus 4 dynasty.
Brad Morphy picked up a hat trick
for the four's, with the remaining
goal provided by former varsity
player Mike Smith. Six's loner was
compliments of Dave Otto. .
The game proved to be a
praticularly rough one with both
teams racking up a total of 51
penalty minutes. Of note in those is
the match penalty given to Bus 6
team member Mike Lund. Mike, a
frequent visitor to the penalty box,
will be receiving a as yet to be
determined number of game
suspensions.
Sunday action saw second place
Bus 7 easily defeat Bus 8 by a score
of 5-2. Seven's Andy Salvatori
picked up another hat trick, with
safety's from Perry Catena and Mike
Angus. Goalscorers for Bus 8 w.ere
Mark Lemmon and Andy Staley.
The week's action was rounded
off with an exciting game between
Bus 5 and Bus 2. Things looked
bleak for Bus 2 as only 5 players
showed up, not including a goalie.
Bus 7's Johnny 'Hiram' Walker
graciously agreed to fill in. For a
while it looked as if Bus 2 might be
able to pull it off with a 3-0 score
mid-way through the second with 2
from Mclnnes and one from
Armbruster. Exhaustion took hold
of 2, however, as Bus. 5 went on to
score 6 in a row winning 6-3. Greg
Mclnnes, Tim Courtis and Gary
Williamson all scored two a piece to
seal the victory.
As a couple of final notes I would
first like to thank everyone who
came out to the ice skating parting
last Friday night and made it a
success. I don't recall, but everyone
tells me I had a good time. Secondly,
as a fair warning to the people of
Northern Ontario, Tamiae all-
stars are leaving today tor a
tournament in Sudbury. Northern
brewaries has addeda second shift in
anticipation of vastly increasing
demand and this reporter
took the
liberty of notifying health services
about a possible invasion on
Monday morning. Good
luck guys
and don't worry, penicillin supplies
will be more than adequate.
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I KITCHENER HAS THE SHOWS! I
| 111 l WIIOWL I
Ballet I
of Canada I
I
A GALAXY OF DANCE TALENT
I
I
* FRANK AUGUSTYN * ( ) I
I * VANESSA HARWOOD * * KEVIN PUGH * ■
I
MARY JAGO * KAREN KAIN * DAVID ROXANDER *
■
I * THOMAS SCHRAMEK * ￿ AMALIA SCHELHORN * ■
I * RAYMOND SMITH * ￿ SABINA ALLEMANN ￿ H
I * VERONICA TENNANT * ￿ CRAIG RANDOLPH * ■
I
* CYNTHIA LUCAS * ￿ SUSAN DROMISKY
* ■
I * DAVID NIXON* * KARIN MAWSON * H
I
* PETER OTTMANN * * JEREMY
RANSOM * ■
I TWO EXCITING PERFORMANCES OF I
I ONE-ACT BALLETS, SOLOS, AND ■
I PAS DE DEUX BRIMMING I
I WITH DRAMA, MUSIC AND SHEER I
I TV DANCE VIRTUOSITY! |
I /
AUGUSTYN HARWOOD
I
I TWO NIGHfSTONLY! I
I Tuesday & Wednesday, January 25 &26 8:00 p.m. I
■ $11.50 $14.50 $16.50 I
■ ($2.00 discount for students and seniors) I
H Price includes .50 C R F ' surcharge. I
I BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
I FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE BALLET ...
■ AND THOSE WHO DON'T
ILES BALLETS
IIiIOCKADERO
DE_MONTE CARLO
■ Sunday, January 30 - 8:00 p.m.
I $13.00 $15.50 $18.00 Price includes .50 C.R.F." surcharge I
I crickets nowonsale!
■
~
-pi ip
II fl Ilk VISA MASTERCARD AMERICAN EXPRESS
■ |I IL Jj M (B)TJWETBQN & TICKET AGENCIES
■ CENTRE! 578-1570
■ in THE !il jI (Toll free in 519 area)
■ SQUARE 111 111 l H 1-800-265-8977
10) Queen Street North, Kitchener . Monday to Saturday 11 00 a m tospnr,__
The true story that has
captivated over
8,000,000 readers.
Sgsy
tsk
v
HIDING
PIACE
Starring JULIE HARRIS
EILEEN HECKART
ARTHUR O'CONNELL
Introducing
JEAMNETTE CLIFT
A World Wide Pictures rek*i«
In «et/ocok* #
.
..
-V
AU-W StOA/lt ■ ■ LAWMKI HOCBtn
Mon. Jan. 31/83
Rm. IEI 7:30 p.m.
$1.50 Admission
Financial and Health
Opportunities with
Forever Living Products
Aloe Vera
Information meeting:
Sunday Jan. 23, 1:30 p.m-
at the Conestoga Inn
For further information, call
744-2736
-
i
Scoreboard
Hockey
Results
Fri.
Toronto 12 Brock 3
McMaster 5 Waterloo 1
Laurier 6 Queen's 4
Sat.
Laurier 10 RMC 1
Guelph 8 McMaster 3
Windsor 10 Laurentian 7
Waterloo 5 Brock 5
York 6 Queen's 3
Future Games
Thurs. McMaster at WLU
Sat. Toronto at WLU
Sun. WLU at Ryerson
CIAU Hockey Rankings
1. Toronto
2. Saskatchewan
3. Moncton
4. Alberta
5. Concordia
6. Brandon
7. Dalhousie
8. Wilfrid Laurier
9. Manitoba
10. Quebec - Chicoutimi
Tamiae Hockey
Scoring Race
Basketball
Men
Results
Waterloo 83 Laurier 76
Windsor 114 McMaster 80
Guelph 72 Western 59
Future Games
Sat. WLU at Western
Tues. Brock at WLU
CIAU Basketball
Rankings
1. Victoria
2. Brandon
3. Dalhousie
4. Calgary
5. Concordia
6. Windsor
7. York
8. St. Francis-Xavier
9. Waterloo
10. St. Mary's
Women
Results
Carleton 59 Ryerson 31
Guelph 65 Western 52
Laurentian 71 Ottawa 29
McMaster 56 Waterloo 41
Future Games
Fri. WLU at Guelph
Wed. WLU at Waterloo
Intramural Hockey
Volleyball
Future Games
Men
Fri. WLU at Waterloo
Women
Thurs. Waterloo at WLU
Answers
1. Ralph Wilson
2. Larry Little
3. Auto Racing
4. Harmon Killebrew
5. Typical
6. Hamilton Fincups...Guelph
Platers
7. Marv Levy
8. Chapel Hill, N.C.
9. They are both man to man.
10. 1919, Shoeless Joe Jackson
11. New Jersey: 2 wins, 9 losses
Club fights on
The status of the Rugby Club is not a dead issue. Once again
the club has come up for varsity status and the school must
inform the O.U.A.A. of that team's status by February first.
Most people will recall the controversy over last years team.
The team was told by Laurier's Athletic Director, Tuffy Knight,
that if the team showed their desire to get varsity status and
played a year of exhibition rugby then they, like the soccer team
the year before, would be grantecLvarsity status.
At the end of last season the team approached Knight once
again and were then told that the team would not be given
varsity status as the school could not afford the four thousand
dollars needed to get the team going. The team volunteered to
run as a varsity team without funding, but that toowas rejected.
Apparently to receive varsity status the team must be sponsored
by the school before they are recognized by the O.U.A.A.
The following reasons were cited by the school as to why the
team should not have varsity status last year: First, the sport
was not popular enough at the school to warrant the funding.
Second, the school could not afford the four thousanddollars
needed by the team to get started. If the school was to give the
funding to the rugby team they would have to can some other
sport.
Fourth, the team could do nothing that would be of direct
benefit to the school. An example would be increased
enrollment because of the teams existance.
And finally, the team did not have a proper playing field.
The Rugby Club now feels that they have fulfilled all of the
above criteria, and are looking forward to varsity status next
year.
This past year, interest was so great in the team that they had
to field two teams. At the end of last year, half of the full time
students of the school signed a petition of support for the team.
There is obvious interest in the team.
If the budgets were so tight how did the athletic budget afford
a 13.3% increase? The$4000 for the Rugby team is less that 1%
of the new budget.
The trip to the United States this year had obvious benefits
for Laurier. The team went down and defeated the state
champions. High school students have written to our school
inquiring about our team. They are obviously a benefit to our
school.
The team has also secured a field for themselves this year.
The decision will be handed down January 24 at a meeting
with the Rugby team, V.P. Venton, Dr. Weir and Tuffy Knight.
Good Luck!
Hugh Carr Harris,
displaying new rugby
uniform.
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W L T F A P
Toronto
13 1 0 138 40 26
Laurier
13 2 0 90 47 26
0ueen
's 10 4
l 78 52 21
Guelph 8
6 1 84 68 17
Western 8
4 0 73 40 16
McMaster
8 6 0 80 57 16
Windsor 7
7 0 61 73 14
Laurentian
7 8 0 67 74 14
York
6 6 0 64 50 12
Brock
4 9 1 68 123 9
Waterloo 2
11 1 46 83 5
RM C
2 12 0 60 115 4
Ryerson
1 13 0 49 135 2
w L T F A PTS
Bus 4 7 1 1 43 24 15
Bus 7 7 1 0 37 18 14
Bus 8 5 3 1 39 29 11
Bus 5 4 3 1 34 30 9
Bus 6 1 6 2 22 35 4
Bus 3 1 5 2 22 42 4
Bus 2 1 7 1 22 41 3
G A PT
MORPHY 12 2 14
COURTIS 7 6 13
LEVINE 7 6 13
SALVATORI 10 2 12
LEMMON 7 5 12
LATHER 3 9 12
MILLAR 5 6 11
MURRAY 5 6 11
HEMSLEY 5 6 11
LAFRANIER 1 10 11
West
GP W L Pet GB
Windsor 3 3 0 1.000 -
Waterloo 4 3 1 .750 Vi
Western 3 2 1 .667 1
Guelph 4 2 2 .500 1
xh
Brock 3 1 2 .333 2
Laurier 3 1 2 .333 2
McMaster 5 l 4 .200 3
West
GP w L Pet GB
Brock 6 6 0 1.000 -
Guelph 6 5 1 .833 Vi
Waterloo 5 3 2 .600 2Vi
Western 6 3 3 .500 3
McMaster 7 3 4 .471 3 lA
Windsor 6 1 5 .167 5
Laurier 6 0 6 .000 6
W L T F A PT
Herrdogs 7 1 0 32 11
14
Indecent Assault 6 1 2 45 17 14
Unit 6 0 1 56 15 13
Lunch Buckets 6 1 0 35 11 12
TNUC 6 2 0 37 12 12
Molson Canadians 4 2 1 27 14 9
Party Mongers 3 3 1 20 19
7
Willison Animals 3 5 0 25 35 6
Hurting Unit 2 4 1 19 24 5
Game Cocks 2 6 0 18 29 4
Columbia House 2 7 0 18 58 4
B2 Bartenders 0 8 0 8 54 0
Individuals 0 7 0 10 57 0
KENT HOTEL
59 King St. N.
Waterloo 886-3350
Upstairs at the
"BEAT ESCAPE"
New Music Dancing
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Nights
9 pm - 1:30 am
CAMP TOWHEE, Haliburton, I
Ontario—operated by the Integra
Foundation. A co-educationat
residential camp for children with
learning disabilities (ages 8—12) is
hiring staff: cabin counsellors;
instructors in waterfront, arts &
crafts, nature, physical education;
remedial math, reading, writing
teachers; speech & language
therapists; nurse; secretary;
maintenance people.
_
Seven weeks: June 25—August 15.
Applications and additional
information available through:
Campus Placement Office.
ORIENTATION SESSION:
Wednesday, February 16. 8:00—9:00
P.M. Modern Language Room 212,
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO.
INTERVIEWS:
Thursday, February 17. 9:00 A.M.—
5:00 P.M. Needles Hall, Room 1048,
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO
I GOLDEN I
I HAWK I
I WEEK I
I SCHEDULE OF EVENTS I
SAT. JAN. 22 2:00 p.m. Hockey:
HAWKS VS "TORONTO
I SAT., SUN. JAN. 22/23 10:00 a.m. Men's Badminton (West Sectionalsl
8:00 p.m. Basketball: Hawks vs.
Brock
■ TUES. JAN. 27 8:00 p.m. Hockey: Hawks vs. Western
THURS. JAN. 29 5:00 p.m. Laurier Invitational
Swim Meet
FRI JAN 28 6:00 p.m.
Women's Volleyball vs. McMaster
8:00 p.m. Men's Volleyball vs. Western
SAT. JAN. 29 6:00 p.m. Women's Basketball
vs. *McMaster I
8:00 p.m. Men's Basketball vs. *Guelph
I SAT., SUN. JAN. 28/29 10:00 a.m. Women's Badminton
■ (West Sectionals)
ALL EVENTS FREE
EXCEPT ONES INDICATED BY ASTERISK I
I "A SPORTS EXTRAVAGANZA FEATURING I
I WILFRID LAURIER VARSITY TEAMS" I
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I NOMINATIONS OPENIV^sNv
I I I
I 19 January 1983 for I
I WLUSU I I
I
PRESIDENT HEAVY XJ
I VICE PRESIDENT: SECRETARY I » #rT . 112
METAL |
I BOARD of DIRECTORS I
pRI 2J jANL,ARY 1983
I
I
__
I ROOM IEI I
j Forms available in WLUSU office J I 7 & 9 pm
I j 2nd floor Student Union Building | I I
I I Admission: $2.00 1
I Closing date: 25 January 1983 I
jmext fßidaY:
I
I
CHIEF ELECTORAL OFFICER
I ALTERED STATES j
I I- At the TURRET I
I AT THE Tl JRRFT SATURDAY I
I I CFNV ROAD I
I .\C ,C I SHOW I
\yr rftlP
I I Admission: $2.00 WLU I
I A|/Vy I $2.50 Other I
I MARDIGRAS MASQUERADE I
T1 J Party
I Thursday I
at the TURRET
I January 20, 1983 I
I FRIDAY JANUARY 21, 1983 I
I Admission: I
$5 00 WLU
Admission free for those
wearing gloves or a tie.
I $6.00 non-WLU $1.00 without I
